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BSUseeks to expand university apartments
Current
property
owners may
be forced out
By Andy Benson
The Arbiter
Boise State wants to acquire
privately owned property near
campus in order to expand uni-
versity apartments, and is will-
ing to use eminent domain to
acquire the lots if necessary.
The properties are located on
the block, south of University
Avenue between Brady and
Earle, across from the site of the
"We use condem-
nation as a tool,
we want the
property and
with condemna-
tion we can get
it, but we don't
want to go to
court. We would
like to work out
a settlement
with the owners"
Larry Blake, Director of
Faculties Planning
new parking garages.
BSU wants to tear down the
existing structures and replace
them with apartment housing
for students. However, at least
one occupant doesn't want to
move.
Steve Barry, manager of The
Cornerstone, a non-denomina-
tional ministry, has no intention
of turning over his building for .
demolition.
Barry's organization,
Community Christian
Photo by Jeremy Bran.lad, The ArbIler.
Awindow In the maIn room of The Cornerstone offers a vIew of the growIng BoIse Slate campus.
BSU indicated there were no
plans for development
Larry Blake, director of
Faculties Planning, conceded
that Barry checked with the uni- .
versity, but said BSU's plans
change over time.
"To Steve's credit, he checked
see CORNERSTONEpage 2
Prior to purchasing the house
Community Christian
Ministries diecked with the uni-
versity to sec if BSU intended to
develop the area at a later date.
students.
Remodeling of the building is
almost completed and, once fin-
ished, will serve as a gathering
area for students.
Ministries, purchased the prop-
erty in January 2000 and has
spent $40,000 and two years of
Barry's labor to renovate the
house into a ministry serving
Peterson to stage rally
for higher education
lEA protest could
shut down school
districts statewide
WIeHE leaders meet to
address higher ed funds
Budget
decisions
also due this
week
By Matt Neznanskl
The Arbiter
More than 1,100 students
enrolled in Idaho universities
from the 15 other participating
states.
Ruch said WlCHE also spon-
sors exchange programs for
graduate and medical students.
"When you have a state like
Idaho with not enough students
. to have a medical school, it
becomes very important," Ruch
said.
Ruch said WIeHE is also
involved in policy analysis. The
discussions consist of roundta-
bles and [orums in which higher
education leaders and legislators
have opportwuties to consider a
variety of topics.
In the past, WICHE has
worked to improve relations
between colleges and universi-
ties and the state's legislators and
corporate sector.
WlCHE is now compiling a
report comparing tuition among
the western states and an analy-
sis of the impact of a slowing
economy.
Ruch said the big issue for the
spring meeting will be the
release of a survey on high-need
programs now in development
by WlCHE staff members.
"Things like nursing, engi-
neering and teaching are things
the states have reported a critical
need for," Ruch said.
Nationally, industry analysts
have warned of a shortage of
qualified employees in these
fields as well.
The WICHE report will evalu-
ate western states' abilities to
meet this need in the future.
Back at home, budget deci-
sions are on Ruch's main agenda
this week.
Executive Budget Committee
recommendations have been
available on-line through the
Boise State home page since last
Monday.
Ruch will be looking at the
committee's budget and study-
ing the projected impact to the
university later this week.
"It's not my favorite activity,"
Ruchsaid.
Anyone can send suggestions
or comments to the president via
a link on the budget infomution
website.
Ruch said the budget is bal-
anced for next year. On first
review, he said the process deliv-
ered a budget that attempts to
retain quality while recogrlizing
the importance of maintaining a
solid infrastructure.
He said the budget is based
on the legislature's joint finance
and appropriations committee
(/FAC) recommendations.
The governor and -the state
board of education may alter the
allocations if Idaho's economic
situation changes.
"I don't want to suggest they
don't have a responsibility to get
in there," Ruch said.
year's budget due to declining state revenues.
Moore said the legislature's joint finance and
appropriations committee OFAC) approved the
governor's holdback in next year's budget as well.
The appropriation scheduled for public educa-
tion in 2003 is $920 million, reflecting the hold-
back.
"Districts have already hired staff, bought
books, and scheduled maintenance. Now they
have to find ways to cut back this year and make
the same decisions for next year," said Moore.
Peterson said the legislature cut 10.7 percent
from the BSU budget, a $9.6 million reduction for
next year.
"Fewer faculty means fewer sections and
therefore increased barriers to graduation. Also, a
higher student to facultY, ratio threatens the legi ti-
macy of our education, ' he said.
Peterson said the size of the cut stems from the
legislature's decision to pass the largest tax cut in
30 years.
"When the economy goes bad, this com-
pounds the problem for all state agencies," he
said.
Peterson said the rally is an opportunity for
Boise State students to exercise their political free-
doms and demand more for public education.
"They are already going up there to protest
these cuts. We don't want K-12 to overshadow
higher education," he said.
Moore said the lEA recognizes that higher edu-
cation is already sustaining deep cuts, though it is
not what is causing them to rally.
"J3SUstudents are more than welcome to come
along," she said.
At this time, the lEA membership doesn't
include many higher education faculty, Moore
said. -,--. -".--- -
Peterson said Faculty Senate President Alex
Feldman is very supportive of Boise State stu-
dents joining the protest and plans on marching
with students to the capitol." .
ASBSU is planning to send an e-mail notifica-
tion via the BSUGroup Wise system in an effort to
By Mgtt Nezngnskl
The Arbiter
Boise State President Charles
Ruch returned from a Western
Interstate Commission for
Higher Education (WICHE)
leader's retreat held last week-
end. .
The main topic in the meet-
ings was investigation into what
states are doing to maximize
their effectiveness in the recent
economic slowdown.
Ruch said one method dis-
cussed was increasing the inter-
state student exchanges such as
the Western Undergraduate
Exchange (WUE).
In the program, students pay
150 percent of the receiving
school's resident tuition.
'This allows students to attend
regional colleges that offer spe-
cialized programs without pay-
ing full out-of-state tuition.
"The programs tend to be
those that not everybody has,"
Ruch said.
According to the WlCHE web
site, over 950 Idaho students
enrolled in the program in 13
western states.
ABSSU President Nate Peterson asked stu-
dents to rally with Idaho educators in support of
higher education Friday.
Addressing students at the Boise State
Leadership Quest, Peterson announced his inten-
tion to lead a group of students to the statehouse,
gathering with the Idaho Education Association
protest sCheduled for Tuesday.
"Fees are going up 12 percent, not to expand
the Student Union or to enhance campus life, they
are going up to sustain faculty." Peterson said.
The Idaho Education Association (lEA) is plan-
ning to march on the statehouse tomorrow to
show discontent for the legislature's first public
education cut.
Gayle Moore, communications director for the
lEA said she is receiving reports of more and
more busloads of teachers planning to attend the
rally.
"Some districts are shutting schools down for
the day," she said.
Moore said reports indicate that the Pocatello,
Idaho Falls, and West Bonner (near Sandpoint)
districts will close on Tuesday as teacher's travel
to Boise for the protest.
Part of the reason for the late afternoon time
schedule is to maximize the number of people
who will be able to attend, she said.
Moore said the reaction comes from the legis-
lature's decision to make-cuts in public education.
In previous years; the legislature has never cut
the education budget, she said.
Idaho's public education appropriation last
year was $933 million.
Idaho Governor Dirk Kempt.~omc asked
school districts to holdback $23 million from this
Nursing program widens
Me~cal centers donate funds
By Mary Margaret RIce
The Arbiter
gram hopes to add at least 110
studef'.ts to the nursing depart-
one of three options: advanced ment,
technical certificates, associate' "Ifwe can accept more nurses
degrees or baccalaureate into the program, we can gradu-
degrees. ate more n~s; this means
Prerequisites under the new more people will be out there to
f'rogram are a passing score 011_ .h;eIp"you. and I when we are
the. nurse ef\trance test and SIck.· said Sue Rhodes, BSU '
admisSion to BSU. --health educator.
The change in enrollment pol- Rhodes said most nurses stay
icy will allow BSU to accept in Idaho after they -gr~duate
more students into the nursing from BSU because of fainily and
department. oth~ reasons. .
The current BSU nursing pro- Srrnpler entrance into the BSU
gram includes 90-100 students.
The new One Front Door pro-
Nationwide analysts are alert-
inghigher education nursing
programs to a shortage of quali-
fied nurses.
The Boise State nursing pro-
gram has adapted to the grow-
ing need for nurses in Idaho by
creating what is called a One
Front Door program.
This new program makes it
easier for. students to. enter the
field of nursing and complete
see NURSINGPGge3
CORNERSTONE
from paQe 1
with the university," Blake said. to reach a settlement with prop-
"We told him it w~t in .the ' erty owners, but if necessary,
best interests of the university, at would acquire the property
that Ipoment;but the university - through eminent domain.
is,." PIi" ~!~ organi2:ation:. "We Use condemnation as a
:II.,. ...,";,.'tOQl.'V~~w,ant the property and•r .'._:. ~!is &ppOinted,; , with, cOndemnation we can getwi~ ,S~J,l and poiriF ' it, but we don't'want to go toed tolli~con~clIW.,use permit- court," Blake Said. ''We would
for the property, which states', like' to work out a settlement
"The university staff is aware with the owners."
that this application has been Eminent domain is defined
submitted and has no objec- by West's Encyclopedia of
tions. It is not considered to be American Law as "The power to
inconsistent with the future plan take private property for public
for BSU." use by a state, municipality, or
"1 don't believe it is necessary private person or corporation
for them to take this property authorized to exercise functions
and I am. disappointed and of public character, following
angry, all the natural emotions," the payment of just compensa-
Barry said .. ' ...• -. .: tion to the owner of that proper-
Blake sai~ Boise State will try ty."
Boise State wants to provide
more apartments in order to
accomplish two goals, Blake
said. . '
''What we are trying to do is
accomplish' two missions,"
Blake said. ''We are trying to
meet a need of the student pop-
ulation by providing housing on
or near campus for the conve-
nience of students. Secondly, we
are trying to change the dynam-
ic of the university, to make it
feel more like a residential uni-
versity."
Barry plans to continue his
work at the Cornerstone,
preparing it for his ministry.
"I'm going ahead with my
plans, I believe God has a higher
purpose."
Marcl14. 2002 r
The property on 1329 Brady Lane as It currently stands. "For me It's Irreplaceable property, for
them [BSUIIt's just property," Steve Barry said.
"The Writing Project
was really a group
effort, a partnership
with academics. The
English Department
and Professor Charlie
Davis really helped a
great deal," Wintrow
said.
College students
were able to get intern-
ship credit by inter-
viewing and writing
articles about the nomic
nated women.
For each 50-hour
internship credit, each student had to
interview and write about four
women.
"The Idaho Statesmen really sup-
ported us with this project as well.
They waived the distribution cost for
including over 75,000 copies of the
Women's History insert in all the
newspapers glorifying Idaho
women's achievements," Wintrow
said.
The insert involved 4-5 months of
work at the Women's Center, and
includes a calendar of events for the
month of March.
On March 1, all 43 of these out-
standing women were honored at a
special reception in the Jordan
Ballroom in the SUB.
Rosalie Sorrels, a famous Idaho
folk singer performed a musical trib-
ute to the nominated women.
Several women representing the
college students, the faculty and staff,
and other Idaho addressed the nearly,
200 in attendance,
All of the nominees also had a
chance to get up and share some
words of encouragement to the
crowd.
"Last year the energy in the room
was incredible, and there were only
about 100 people attending,"
Wintrow said.'
Women's Center; plans diverse history. month celebration
43 women
honored as
heroes
about getting back or getting mad-
it's about integrating women into the
mainstream text. That is not an
untruth, it's just the way it is," she
said.
In 1992 a national study found his-
tory texts only devote 2 to 3 percent
of their total content to women.
"The point is to get the whole
story of history, in which women
playa vital role," Win trow said.
According to Wintrow, many peo-
pie get a wrong impression of the
Women's Center, immediately con-
juring visions of a political agent.
."The Women's Center is not anti-
male, it is just focused on putting
women at the center, because women
haven't been put at the center in the
past," she said.
In 'the past, the Women's Center
has focused on promoting women,
and traditionally, more events and
activities are planned in March for
Women's History Month.
This year, it has worked to bring
together professional, cultural, and
academic fields to truly celebrate in
full.
Leading cultural and artistic
venues have joined together to create
the Cultural Network.
The network includes museums,
libraries, the Idaho commission on
the Arts, Idaho Shakespeare Festival,
Log Cabin Literary Center, and the
Women's Center,
This Cultural Network is bringing
many events to Boise this month.
The Women Making History
insert that appeared in the Arbiter
and the Idaho Statesman last
Thursday was created in order to rec-
ognize ordinary woman heroes that
don't get recognized in everyday life.
Win trow said women who are
excelling as college students, as BSU
faculty or employees, as well as
women around Boise and Idaho, are
unsung heroes.
Last September, the Women's
Center accepted nominees for this
project.
At first, they were only going to
accept 35 nominations, but after
receiving 43 nominations, Wintrow
was able to stretch the budget and get
enough volunteers to be able to pub-
lish profiles and articles about all 43
nominations.
Bv Amy Wegner
The Arbiter
Congress has designated March as
Women's History Month, yet many
still ask why we should celebrate
women's history.
BSU Women's Center Coordinator
Melissa Wintrow said she believes
Women's History needs to be cele-
brated in order to emphasize
women's roles in history.
"It [Women's history month] is not
Boise State University's
College of Business and
Economics' undergraduate
and graduate business admin-
istration programs have been
reaccredited by the
Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of
Business. AACSB-
International is the premier
agency for business school
accreditation.
Only 32 percent of the busi-
ness programs in the United
States have obtained this sta-
tus.
To achieve approval, busi-
ness programs must satisfy
the expectations of a wide
range of quality standards
relating to curriculum, faculty
resources, admissions, degree
requirements, library and
computer facilities, financial
resources and intellectual cli-
mate that all are mission-
Documentary focuses on linked.
reproductive rights and AACSB-International is a
Student fee hearing women's health not-for-profit organization
consisting of more than 800
BSU Administrators will As part of Women's educational organizations and
hear testimony on the pro- History Month, Boise State corporations devoted to the
posed 12 percent fee increases University Student Programs promotion and improvement
on Wednesday, March 6 at 1 Board Will present the short of higher education in busi-
p.m. in the Barnwell Room of documentary "Jane: An ness administration and man-
the SUB. Abortion Service," followed agement.
Anyone may address the by a lecture. The film begins at
administration about the plan, 7 p.m. Monday, March 4 at the Boise State graduate student
however, presenters are asked Special Events Center. seeks support
to provide a written copy of Admission is free to Boise
their testimony to the hearing State students, faculty and Peg Richards, a graduate
officer. staff, $3 for general admission. student working toward a
Interested persons may Master of Arts degree in com-
submit oral testimony at the Boise State College of munication at Boise State
hearings or written testimony Business and Economics University, has decided to
before the March 6th date. reaccredited take her thesis research to the
L..-_An--::y_o_n_e_Wl_·s_hin_·..:;;g:......to_te_s_tify~ -. streets.
Richards' master's project
is to organize a local orgamza-
tion to feed impoverished
in person may sign up at the
hearings or in advance at the
office of the vice .president for
State Board of Education student affairs.
members will meet Thursday The fee increase proposal
and Friday at Boise State. calls for increasing the matric-
The meeting will be held in ulation fee by $184.75.
the Allen Noble Hall of Fame, The facilities fee will be
located in the southeast comer . reduced by $25 and redirected
of Bronco Stadium. to, the matriculation fee, for a
Scheduled to begin' at:.If';,' total fee increase of $159.75
a.m., the State Board J:lci's chci:,,:'~per 'semester for full-fee-pay-
sen to place their open forum mg undergraduate students.
among the first orders of bus i- T1}e:tortncil will also hear
ness. ; :."';i testml6riy'regarding the pro-
The board will also discuss posed'increase of residence
recommendations made by hall and apartment room and
the Idaho legislature's joint board costs by 8 percent.
finance and appropriations '. Each of these proposals is
committee WAC) regarding available for inspection in the
the budget allocation for 2003, office of the vice president for
Idaho Public Television is student affairs, Admin. 210.
scheduled to request staff
reductions as well.
State Board of Ed meeting
atBSU
You are invited!
Part-time, Temporary,
,Seasonal, and Int~rnsbip ..
tjijlll~I~Pi)
..
'Meet employers!'Coliect
~<~';~.~.:,~~~jcatio:ns!
~~~f~"'i~~t::~i;d(~/ "
I'"i'
j, ,Tuesday, March 5
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., . .
.Jordan Ballroom in :tH~rSUB';
MARCH 1-22 sion of "Palace Walk" by
Naguib Mahfouz. Free.
Call 426-1179 or 426-1233.
James K. Buck
Staffing and Development DIrector
.TIle RIce Group
1555 Shoreline DrIve, Sutte 210
BoIse. 10 83702 '
208 383 0210
www.nmfn.com/rfC1!llrouP
families in the Treasure
Valley, while offering an edu-
cational/ skills program for
low-income adults,
The purpose is to develop
workshops to teach poor
clients social skills, family care
and personal care skills, nutri-
tion, budgeting, resume writ-
ing and good work habits and
other relevant lessons.
Richards' goal is to build a
coalition of churches, local
businesses and individual vol-
unteers from local universities
and the community to create a
food pantry, a social service
referral program and encour-
agement workshops to help
the impoverished in the
Treasure Valley.
Agape Light Ministries has
raised more than $5,000
toward the project in cash,
goods and services.
Richards is currently look-
ing for a donated or afford-
able office and storage space
located near a bus line so it is
easily accessible to clients.
She is also looking for vol-
unteers, food and personal
care items and money.
Richards graduated from
Boise State University in 2000
with a bachelor's degree in
mass communication/jour-
nalism.
She is currently an adjunct
professor In the
Communication department
at BSU. She is a single parent
of two teenagers and grand-
mother of one.
To sUl?port the project or
for more information, call Peg
Richards at 353-5290.
, '
TIle difference Is one of the top
ten InternshIps In America.·
• Northwestern Mutual
FINANCIAL NBTWOJUC"
www.nlldl1.rOm AI e you thf're yet?
Art Department [uried
Student Exhibition,
Gallery 1, Liberal Arts
Building. Open 10 a.m-S
p.m. weekdays and 12-5
p.m Sat. Opening receR-
tion 6:30-8:30 March 1.can
426-3994.
MONDAY MARCH 4
. "All That Jazz," Chuck
Smith, Esther Simplot
Performing . Arts
Academy, 516 S. 9th St.
6:30 8:30 p.m. Renaissance
Institute seminar series.
$40 for four-session series
plus membership fee. Call
426-1709.
TUESDAY MARCH 5
Bronco women's bas-
ketball, WAC tournament,
Tulsa.
"When Science and
Ethics Collide," Russ
Centanni, The Flick
Theaters, 646 Fulton St. 10
a.m-noon. Renaissance
Institute lecture series.
Free to members, $10 gen-
eral. Call 426-1709.
WEDNESDAY MARCH 6
Boise State Student Fee
Hearings
Barnwell Room,
Student Union Building.
1:00 p.m. Interested people
may inspect the proposed
increases in the office of
the vice president for stu-
dent affairs A-210.
2002 Job Expo Part-
time, temporary or season-
al jobs or Internships.
Student Union Jordan
Bailroom. 9 a.rn.-.3 p..n.i. TreasureValley Concert
Free. Pres~nted"bY'l3o~,Band., with a tribute to Jim
State Career,Cente,r/;:£~lh.,;·.l;t0f'per, Morrison Center
426-1747." " ,. ',MaIn Hall. 7:30 p.m. Free.
Presented by Boise State
music department. Call
426-3980.
Bronco men's .ba~ket-
ball,. WAC tourrtament,
TUlsa.
'1;'
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Quilting the fabric of our lives
By Julie Underwood
Special to The Arbiter
"That is actually how we came up with our
name," Smith said, "we had to name the e-mail
group so we asked everyone for suggestions."
The group now has more than 50 women who
ask to be e-mailed about the meetings.
"There are no officers, no rules, we arc com-
pletely collaborative," Smith said.
. "That's called organization-woman style.
If there were a rule we would have to break it."
Although a lack of organization is often asso-
ciated with ineffectiveness, that is not the case
with this group. "PieceWorks!" has asserted
themselves into the community and have pro-
vided comfort, care and training through a vari-
ety of avenues. Shortly after the group began
meeting regularly, one of their members suf-
fered the loss of her teenage daughter.
"We rallied around her. It was- a very diffi-
cult time but it helped that we had each other,"
Smith said.
Smith said the group's first priority is to pro-
vide support for each other and to socialize. She
explained that even though the group formed
around quilting that is only part of what they
do.
"You may make a quilt top but that still isn't
a quilt yet. Quilting is way down the list. Then
if someone needs it you give it to them," said
Smith.
Their second priority is buying fabric. "We
all love to buy fabric," Smith said.
"PieceWorks!" has been doing one thing con-
sistently from the beginning - giving, giving
and giving. The list of organizations that have
received quilts from this group is always grow-
ing and currently includes such organizations
as Idaho Women's Network, Sumter Valley
Railroad, Snake River Alliance, The
Community House and Planned Parenthood.
The organizations can use the quilts for
fundraisers, displays or whatever is needed.
"PieceWorks!" simply has to learn that there is
a need and they provide a special quilt.
This r;iving is not restricted to organizations
because a number of faculty and staff who have
been diagnosed with serious illnesses have been
the recipients of "PieceWorks!" projects as well.
"Anyone on campus gets a quilt. If they are
seriously ill and we know about them, we make
Have you ever wanted to learn how to quilt?
Maybe you would just like to see it done or sim-
ply meet some exceptional women who quilt
for fun. The "PieceWorks!" quilting display
located in the Fireplace Lounge on the first floor
of the Student Union this week gives you the
opportunity to do this and more.
As part of Women's History Month,
":pieceWorks!" a quilting club made up of Boise
State administrative staff and faculty women, is
hosting an "interactive" quilt display. Visitors
who choose to participate will actually hand-
sew squares, quilt-stitch on a large project, or
just watch others practice this historical art.
"PieceWorks!" is more than just a colorful,
interactive quilt display for Women's History
Month; they are a woman's group that is mak-
ing history in the Treasure Valley. The club
began when seven faculty I staff women took a
quilting class together and evolved into a group
of more than 50 women who are taking social
action within the local community.
"There is nothing like us in the world," said
Gwen Smith, founding member of
"PieceWorks!" and Boise State's training and
development director. .
"PieceWorks!" beginnings can be traced back
to a conversation between Smith and her friend,
co-worker and fellow-founding member, Gloria
Ostrander-Dykstra. Smith mentioned her pass-
ing interest in learning to quilt and Ostrander-
Dykstra took her seriously. Ostrander-Dykstra
challenged Smith to find some friends who
were interested and she would arrange for a
class to be taught.
"Okay, Isaid, you're on," Smith said. "After
the quilting class we decided to stay in touch
and that is how we started. And it's just grown
from there."
After the class, the group began meeting on
Friday afternoons for lunch at the Student
Union.
"It was just a brown bag thing and people
would bring whatever they were working on,"
Smith said. Soon the group started sending
reminder notes via e-mail.
Diane Schooley-Pems with her new quilt courtesy of "PieceWor~!"
Pholo by KeUyDay, The Arbller. :
a quilt," Smith said.
The Treasure Valley community is also a
benefactor of this. special group. During
Christmas "PieceWorks!" went to a low-income
apartment complex near the University and
taught a group of women how to sew scarves,
mittens and hats.
"We hrought everything including the
sewing machines and it was so much fun,"
Smith said.
Fun is not the only outcome of
"PieceWorks!" efforts within in the community;
it seems they set off a reaction of charitable
deeds. Since their Christmas expedition
"PieceWorks!" has been invited back by the
women of the apartment complex with a
request to teach them how to sew baby items.
The apartment women planned to donate all
'Business of Strangers' examines one day
B~ Mark Hltz
TIC Arbiter
the title, and the happenings
are unconventionally minor
for a movie. So it is ambitious
in that respect.
But if you're asking, "So
what?" Then you are asking
the right question. If the film
offers an answer at all, it
would be "So nothing."
We begin the movie essen-
tially where we end the movie.
The one thing that changes is
(possibly) the CEO's concept
of reality. Which is no big deal
because she's not terribly
bright.
Correction: She's intelligent
for the first act of the movie,
but she gets stupider and stu-
pider (with a little help from
an excuse called booze-
though she aID)' seems drunk
in one scene). The movie asks
us to believe that this woman,
who has worked her way
Three characters: A newly
promoted CEO (Stockard
Channing), a twenty-some-
thing, feisty intern (Julia
Stiles), and a businessman
(Fred Weller) who's also a
rapist. Or is he?
Perhaps the most endearing
thing about "The Business of
Strangers" is its attempt to tell
such a small story. The events
cover one day, and the loca-
tions are an airport and a hotel.
Of course, it's one of a thou-
sand movies to use a small cast
and severely limited locations,
but this movie goes a step far-
ther in its diminutive story.
The characters either don't
know each other or barely
know each other before the
beginniqg of the movie, hence
the items they made to the Booth Memorial,
Home for unwed mothers. According to Smith, :
residents said they wanted to help others the:
way they had been helped. :
If you gO.•.
The display will be open from 7:30 a.rn,
to 6:30 p.m. on March 7 and from 7:30
a.m. to noon on March 8 in the SUB's
Fireplace Lounge.
through the corporate ladder
with dedication and fervor, is
more naive than the audience
is. The plot-twist that stinks up
the theater thirty minutes in
takes her the entire film to
catch a hint of. The twist is so
obvious; in fact, that I would
have been more surprised if it
worked in the usual way.
The first twenty minutes of
the movie arc spent world-
making. That is, creating the
sterile business milieu that is
the backdrop. It's great. Those
20 minutes had me on board
and ready for the pick-up. But
the pick-up never picked up.
There is an emphasis and
minute focus on the emotions
of Channing's character that
had me interested in her as a
representative of the corporate
community at large. She is a
woman who has become so
emotionally dependent on her ,
career that she has no perspec-
tive outside of herself.1n wake
of 9-11 and other recent
tragedies, seeing her on the
verge of tears after a career set-
back put me in the right frame-
work of understanding: these
people who conduct the busi-
ness of strangers do not live in
my world: They live in a mag-
ical land called Corporate
America, and the rules and
concerns are different there. I
was interested in this and had
given myself to the movie. But
it couldn't convince me that its
implausible happenings could
be real, or that its moral ques-
tions about men and women's
cruelty and power over each
other were honest ones.
Playing at The Flicks.
Inthe runningfor another AcademyAward- this one for his protrayal
of the schizophrenicgenius in "ABeautifulMind"- Russell Crowe is
currentlyone of the Aussies' hottest exports.
Id you knOw? : Vilal slaUsUCS
Childactor: Got his start as a childstar: D Born:April7, 1964, in
n a localAustralianTV show : Wellington,NewZealand;
Arst big breaks: WonAustralianFilm : raised in Sydney,Australia
'tute's awards forbest supporting actor: IIIBackground:Rather
roof; 1991) and best actor ("Romper : nomadic childhoodwith
mper; 1992) '. parents, Jocelyn and Alex,
.S. connection: Sharon Stone wanted : movie-set caterers
forher film,"TheQuickand the Dead;: g Proud lineage: British
firstAmerlcan film,whichled to roles : Honours medal he held up
the serial killerin"Viruosity"and the : at 2001 Oscars was won by
'gh cop in"L.A.Confidential" : his cinematographer grand-
Crowing:First single as teen singer- : father forWorldWar II footage
ngwriterwas the prophetic.\ WantTo : III Education
Uke MarlonBrando·;stillperformswith: Highschool dropout
p called 30 Odd Foot ofGrunts : II Ties: Committedbachelor;
man triumph:Wonbest actor Oscar • brieflylinkedto MegRyan,
1 for"Gladiator" : reported ties to NicoleKidman
The Arbiter is seeking
short fiction, poetry and
prose for the Diversions
section, Humorous
material a plus.
Email sUbmissionstodiversions@arbiteronline.com
Beach Club
Tanning
~ !
Russell Crowe
Formore information:
Contact Brian at gomallb@yahoo.com
opportunities! scholarships! activities
: Men's Journal, Internet McNio Database, E Online, KAT Photo Service
Ie: Pal Carr, 11m Goheen
<1:>2002 KAT
Jeans getting a bit too tight ...
Need help?
\\r"\ __ ....__ .:_:_,.,,"
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ff-CurvesAt. Jor women
~30 Hfntlt~ F'itnl!ll & n'trlght Lou C'entt!13'". . _ .. _.1
Curve. Offer s.;
-rts: exclusive Quicltfit exerci.e circuit
Quicltfit i. a complete workout in jurt 30 minute.
& provides aerobic & r:trength training
• Friendly. caring environment
• Fits your schedule - Results that last
r - -{~~~~~ASSJ - -,
11 week Free lIlembersblp I
I Or uxchange on first "Islt I
I for special discount I
IniH' per pL-r:'otHl, rll."W m~mbt"t1'i nnly' I
I pHt-'rt.·:o:;rin.'!o ,,'- " ' ,.. -....-------_...1
Open 7 days a week
M-TH 9am-10pm
Fri9am-8pm
Sat9am-6pm
Sun'10am-Spm
2139 Broadway Ave.
In Pinion Sq. Boise
343-2567
336-0006
1028 Beacon Street
Directly across from Albertsons
\' ..
Golden Key Honor Society
Application deadline
for new inductees
March Sth
2002
CAN'T fiND A JOB THAT fITS?
Why not consider joining a Red Bull Mobile Energy Team?
t's a chance to meet interesting people and introduce them to the
benefits of Red Bull Energy Drink. Looking for outgoing, ener-
getic college students able t? work flexible and part-time hours.
As-part of the team, you'll be behind the wheel of the Red
Bull Refrigeracer, seeking out people in need of energy. Passion
for life and a clean driving recorda must.
Apply at www.recruit.redbullmet.com
Red Bull °
~
ENERGY DRINK
.-,..-. --------._.....,;...--._.-.
,CORRECTION
~
The Preceding document has been"rephotographed
to assure legibility and its image appears
immediately hereafter.
CORNERSTONE
frompaoe 1
with the university," Blakesaid. to reach a settlement with prop-
"We told him it wasn't in the' erty owners, but if necessary,
best interests of the umversityat would acquire the I?roperty
that Ipoment;but the university through eminent domain.
~
'." ~.'.~~...•'' ' ~".. Org.•, anitatio"~ ,., ~W:,e,U:.,~~i~epn:apeti.0rtyn~~'1" . , ~ij'jie'is dlsap' 'intea':: w;.th;cOn~enmationwe can get
wit6;sij~~on:apoinF' it, -but we don'twant to go to
ed toth~(X)n<#tioniU,usepermit: court," Blake said. "We would
fur the property, which states like to work out a settlement
"The university staff is aware with the owners."
that this application has been Eminent domain is defined
submitted and has no objec- by West's Encyclopedia of
tions, It is not considered to be AmericanLaw as ''The power to
inconsistentwith the future plan take private property for public
for BSU:' use by a state, municipality, or
'1don't believeit is necessary private person or corporation
for them to take this property authorized to exercisefunctions
'and I am disappointed and of public character, following
angry, all the naturalemotions," the payment of just compensa-
Barry said. , .., ' tion to the owner of that proper-
Blakesai~BoiseStatewill try ty."
BoiseState wants to provide
more apartments in order to
accomplish two goals, Blake
said. '
''What we are trying to do is
accomplish two missions,"
Blake said. "We are trying to
meet a need of the student pop-
ulation by providing housing on
or near campus for the conve-
nienceof students. Secondly,we
are trying to change the dynam-
ic of the university, to make it
feel more like a residential uni-
versity."
Barry plans to continue his
work at the Cornerstone,
preparing it for his ministry.
"I'm going ahead with my
plans, IbelieveGod has a higher
purpose."
March 4, 2002 /
The property on 1329 Brady Lane as It currently stands. "For me Ifs Irreplaceable property, for
them [BSU]Ifs Justproperty," Steve Barry sold.
Women'sCenrer' plans diverse history month celebration
43 women
honored as
heroes
about getting back or getting mad-
it's about integrating women into the
mainstream text. That is not an
untruth, it's just the way it is," she
said.
In 1992a national study found his-
tory texts only devote 2 to 3 percent
of their total content to women.
"The point, is to get the whole
story of history, in which women
playa vital role," Wintrow said.
According to Wintrow, many peo-
ple get a wrong impression of the
Women's Center, immediately con-
juring visions of a political agent.
"The Women's Center is not anti-
male, it is just focused on putting
women at the center, because women
haven't been put at the center in the
past," she said.
In the past, the Women's Center
has focused on promoting women,
and traditionally, more events and
activities are planned in March for
Women's History Month.
This year, it has worked to bring
together professional, cultural, and
academic fields to truly celebrate in
full.
Leading culturaf and artistic
venues have joined together to create
the Cultural Network.
The network includes museums,
libraries, the Idaho commission on
the Arts, Idaho Shakespeare Festival,
Log Cabin Literary Center, and the
Women's Center.
This Cultural Network is bringing
many events to Boise this month.
The Women Making History
insert that appeared in the Arbiter
and the Idaho Statesman last
Thursday was created in order to rec-
ognize ordinary woman heroes that
don't get recognized in everyday life.
Wintrow said women who are
excelling as college students, as BSU
faculty or employees, as well as
women around Boise and Idaho, are
unsung heroes.
Last September, the Women's
Center accepted nominees for this
project.
At first, they were only going to
accept 35 nominations, but after
receiving 43 nominations, Wintrow
was able to stretch the budget and get
enough volunteers to be able to pub-
lish profiles and articles about all 43
nominations.
Bv Amy Weaner
Tile Arbiter
Congress has designated March as
Women's History Month, yet many
still ask why we should celebrate
women's history.
BSUWomen's Center Coordinator
Melissa Wintrow said she believes
Women's History needs to be cele-
brated in order to emphasize
women's roles in history.
"It [Women's history month] is not
in person may sign up at the
hearings or in advance at the
office of the vice .president for
State Board of Education student affairs.
members will meet Thursday The fee increase proposal
and Friday at BoiseState. calls for increasing the matric-
The meeting will be held in ulation fee by'$184.75..
the Allen Noble Hall of Fame, The facilities fee will be
located in the southeast comer reduced by $25and redirected
of BroncoStadium. . . to the matriculation fee, for a
Scheduled to begin" at tr', total fee increase of $159.75
a.m., the State ~oard ~&scho~'::'1Jer;~emester for full-fee-pay-
sen to place their open, forum mg undergraduate students.
among the first orders ofbusi- T1}e';totincil will also hear
ness. .' " 7 testWtQriy'regarding the pro-
The board will also discuss posed increase of residence
recommendations made by hall and apartment room and
the Idaho 'legislature's joint board costs by 8 percent. '
finance and 'appropriations , Each of these proposals is
committee GFAC) regarding available for inspection in the
the budget allocation for 2003. office of the vice president for
Idaho Public Television is student affairs, Admin. 210.
scheduled to request staff
reductions as well.
State Board of Ed meeting
atBSU
Documentary focuses on
reproductive rights and
women's healthStudent fee hearing
BSU Administrators will
hear testimony on the pro-
posed 12percent fee increases
on Wednesday, March 6 at 1
p.m. in the Barnwell Room of
the SUB.
Anyone may address the
administration about the plan,
however, presenters are asked
to proVide a written copy of
their testimony to the hearing
officer.
Interested persons may
submit oral testimony at the
hearings or written testimony
before the March 6th date.
Anyone wishing to testify
As part of Women's
History Month, Boise State
Universitx Student Programs
Board Will present the short
documentary . "Jane: An
Abortion Service," followed
by a lecture. The filmbegins at
7 p.m. Monday, March 4 at the
Special Events Center.
Admission is free to Boise
State students, faculty and
staff, $3 for general admission.
Boise State College of
Business and Economics
reaccredited
You are invited!
Part-time, Temporary, 'I
.Seasonal, and Int~rl)sbip ...,
:t:;" ' "'>~~i:'!!;:~;j'
.I'flll ,1~XPf)
Meet employersl~Colle~t
Z~:~~'9,!'-.;7,~~~!~jt;-~!~rsl
," '~'if~. j~~/~'t~,;tlr.wtjJ;",';';',' ,~
Boise State University's
College of Business and
Economics' undergraduate
and graduate business admin-
istration programs have been
reaccredited by the
Association to Advance
.Collegiate Schools of
Business. AACSB-
International is the premier
agency for business school
accreditation.
, Only 32 percent of the busi-
ness programs in the United
States have obtained this sta-
tus.
To achieve approval, busi-
ness programs must satisfy
the expectations of a wide
range of quality standards
relating to curriculum, faculty
resources, admissions, degree
requirements, library and
computer facilities, financial
resources and intellectual cli-
mate that all are mission-
linked.
AACSB-International is a
not-for-profit organization
consisting of more than 800
educational organizations and
corporations devoted to the
promotion and improvement
of higher education in busi-
ness administration and man-
agement.
Boise State graduate student
seeks support
Peg Richards, a graduate
student working toward a
Master of Arts degree in com-
munication at Boise State
University, has decided to
take her thesis research to the
streets.
Richards' master's project
is to organize a local orgaruza-
tion to feed impoverished
families in the Treasure
Valley, while offering an edu-
cational/ skills program for
low-income adufts.
The purpose is to develop
workshops to teach poor
clients social skills, family care
and personal care skills, nutri-
tion, budgeting, resume writ-
ing and good work habits and
other relevant lessons.
Richards' goal is to build a
coalition of churches, local
businesses and individual vol-
unteers from local universities
and the community to create a
food pantry, a social service
referral program and encour-
agement workshops to help
Hie impoverished in the
Treasure Valley.
Agape Light Ministries has
raised more than $5,000
toward the project in cash,
goods and services.
Richards is currently look-
ing for a donated or afford-
able office and storage space
located near a bus line so it is
easily accessible to clients.
She is also looking for vol-
unteers, food and personal
care items and money.
Richards graduated from
Boise State University in 2000
with a bachelor's degree in
mass communication/jour-
nalism.
She is currently an adjunct
professor in the
Communication department
at BSU.She is a single parent
of two teenagers and grand-
mother of one.
To support the project or
for more information, call Peg
Richards at 353-5290.
"The Writing Project
was really a group
effort, a partnership
with academics. The
English Department
and Professor Charlie
Davis really helped a
great deal," Win trow
said.
College students
were able to get intern-
ship credit by inter-
viewing and writing
articles about the nomi-
nated women.
For each 50-hour
James K. Buck
Staffll1l and Development DIrector
. .. ~,The RIce Group
;f ':. 1S55 ShorelIne DrIw. Suite 210
BoIse, 10 83702
2083830210
www.nmfn.com/rlceeroup
The difference Is one of the top
ten InternshIps In America.·
¥ Northwestern Mutual
PINANCIAL NBTWORJ:" •
-'" ,..~ ,. ,
WWW.I1\11111.(OIll Af!' \lULJ llll'[" yeP
MARCH 1·22
Art Department Juried
Student Exhibition,
Gallery 1, Liberal Arts
Building. Open 10 a.m.-S
p.m. weekdays and 12-5
p.m Sat. Opening recep-
tion 6:30-8:30March 1.can
426-3994.
MONDAY MARCH 4
"All That Jazz," Chuck
Smith, Esther Simplot
Performing , Arts
Academy, 516 S. 9th St.
6:30 8:30 p.m. Renaissance
Institute seminar series,
$40 for four-session series
plus membership fee. Call
1126-1709.
TUESDAY MARCH 5
internship credit, each student had to
interview and write about four
women.
"The Idaho Statesmen really sup-
ported us with this project as well.
They waived the distribution cost for
including over 75,000 copies of the
Women's History insert in all the
newspapers glorifying Idaho
women's achievements," Wintrow
said.
The insert involved 4-5 months of
work at the Women's Center, and
includes a calendar of events for the
month of March.
On March 1, all 43 of these out-
standing women were hcnored at a
special reception in the Jordan
Ballroom in the SUB. "
Rosalie Sorrels, a famous Idaho
folk singer performed a musical trib-
ute to the nominated women.
Several women representing the
college students, the faculty and staff,
and other Idaho addressed the nearly
200 in attendance.
All of the nominees also had a
chance to get up and share some
words of encouragement to the
crowd.
"Last year the energy in the room
was incredible, and there were only
about 100 people attending,"
Wintrow said.
sion of "Palace Walk" by
Naguib Mahfouz ... Free.
Call 426-1179 or 426-1233.
Bronco women's bas-
ketball, WAC tournament,
Tulsa.
"When Science and
Ethics Collide," Russ
Centanni, The Flick
Theaters, 646 Fulton St. 10
a.m-noon, Renaissance
Institute lecture series.
Free to members, $10 gen-
eral. Call 426-1709.
WEDNESDAY MARCH 6
Boise State Student Fee
Hearings
Barnwell Room,
Student Union Building.
1:00 p.m. Interested people
may inspect the proposed
increases in the office of
the vice president for stu-
dent affairs A-210.
2002 Job Expo Part-
time, temporary or season-
al jobs or internships.
Student Union Jordan
Ballroom. 9 a.m.-3..r~m. Treasure Valley Concert
Free. Pre~ted" byp~i$e,:,aalid, with a tribute to Jim
State .Career:';Ce,nter'~;~~%~l'~r, Morrison Center
426-1747. """," ""Mam Hall. 7:30 p.m. Free.
'.." ' • Presented by Boise. State -
Bronco men'sbask~t. music department. Call
ball, WAC tourmiment, 426-3980.
Tulsa, :Bronco ~aStics VS:
literatUre for Lunch. Southern '·Utan;,'" The
Womer(s'lUld .Chil~n's ...PaviliOI~.. 7::.p;m:'Cal1 426-
'Alliance, .. i ...720.':,:"W,· 4737•...".:J· .
..Washington;, '12:10~l';p;m;',. ,: ':. .
Boise State Ensilish d,;part.. .
ment faculty lead·, discus.~' '.
. -
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ASBSU Seriate Roundup
By Andy Benson
The Arbiter
The ASBSU Senate intro-
duced three bills last week relat-
.ing to the proposed plus/ minus
grading system. capping cam-
paign spending on ASBSU elec-
tions, and a $500 donation to St.
Luke's cancer center for children.
'~~ In addition the Senate
apPC?ved a bill re~ ASBSU
election code concerning polling
locations and online voting, and
a bill prohibiting transcript
requests for on-eampus entity
sponsored scholarships.
The bill regarding
plus/minus grading calls on the
Faculty Senate to reconsider their
endorsement of the new system.
ASBSU senators sponsoring
the bill cited student opposition
to the grading scheme and possi-
ble inconsistencies in implemen-
tation as reasons to not support
plus/minus grading.
The bill was passed and will
go into the third and final read-
ing next week.
NURSING
frompooe 1
A proposed cap on campaign
spending inASBSU elections
was also introduced. The bill
would limit ASBSU Senate
spending to $500 per candidate .
Presidential raoes would be
capped at $1,00).
Sen. Christopher Mathias, a
sponsor of the bill, cited a recent
student body president race at
Ohio State University as reason
to set a spending limit.
The winner of that race
reportedly spent $20,00) in his
election bid.
Mathias noted that campaign
spending has not been an issue at
Boise State, but said the issue
needs to be addressed.
The bill passed 10 to 2 and
was sent to the Ways and Means
Committee.
The Senate also voted to sus-
pend the normal rules for legisla-
tion in order to immediately
approve a donation of $500 to St.
Luke's Children' Network, a
fund drive to expand the chil-
dren's cancer center.
The funds will come from the
Senate Discretio Fund.
In addition ~ new bills,
the Senate also heard final read-
ings on two other bills and
passed them for signing by
ASBSU President Nate Peterson.
Senate Bill #19 revised the
election code designed to reduce
the number of polling plaoes on
campus and implements the use
of on-line polling. .-'-"
Polling plaoes WOuld~be
available in the Student 'on
Building, the Intram al
Recreation Center, the Multi-
Purpose Classroom Facility and
the Engineering Techriology
Buildin .
The ~ill also removes the pro-
vision allowing absentee voting.
Senate Resolution #14 pro-
hibits on-eampus entity spon-
sored scholarships from requir-
ing an official transcript from stu-
dents.
The move would save stu-
dents from paying a $5 fee for
transcript requests when apply-
ing for on-eampus scholarships,
nursing program will allow
more students to become nurses
in the state of Idaho.
Because the population is
aging, more nurses are retiring.
Young people are choosing high-
er paying careers such as teclmi-
cal jobs.
Nursing also traditionally
takes place in an acute care cen-
ter environment where patients
are very ill.
However, more avenues are
becoming available in nursing.
There are also high salary
technical jobs available to gradu-
ates.
Rhodes says the nursing
department is hoping the legisla-
ture won't cut faculty.
H the department is short on
faculty, they won't be able to
accept more nurses to accommo-
date their plans to alleviate the
current Idaho nursing shortage.
Rhodes said the BSU nursing
I
I
~I
PROTEST
frompooc 1
enlist more faculty and staff.
support. .
"We will also try to contact
faculty on our own," Peterson
said.
Moore said the lEA flans to
have several groups 0 people
gather near the capitol and con-
assist
tM'''e;,
department gets requests not
only for more graduated nurses
but student nurses as well.
The department allows stu-
dent nurses to fill certain posi-
tions to accommodate the short-
age and provide the students
with another valuable opportu-
nity for additional nursing expe-
rience.
In-home health care and long-
term care positions are particu-
larly lacking.
St. Luke's Regional Medical
Center, St. Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center, Mercy Medical
Center, West Valley Medical
Center and the Idaho Elks
Rehabilitation . Hospital are
responding supplying an annual
infusion of $60,000 to the BSU
nursing program.
The state of Idaho and the
major Idaho medical centers ini-
tiated the donation of this emer-
gency money in a joint effort.
verge on the statehouse at 4:30
p.m.
The group is working to col-
lect the parade and rally per-
mits necessary to conduct the
protest lawfully.
"The police have regulations
and the capitol has regulations,
Boise State President Charles
Ruch said the support is a coop-
erative effort to enhance nursing
education.
. "Anyone concerned about
health care should be pleased
with this," said Ruch.
Rhodes' said the BSU depart-
ment of health scienoes is grate-
ful for the contribution the cen-
ters have made.
Additional classes will be
added, more· updated equip-
ment will be available for the
courses that need it, and class-
room multimedia will provide
more educational videos to stu-
dents. .
Donation of the hospitals'
emergency fund money may
create a domino effect into other
areas of the hospital, however.
TIle centers may be cutting
other programs in their hospitals
in the future because of the con-
tributions, Rhodes said.
and this effort is only about 48
hours old," Moore said.
Peterson said Boise State stu-
dents will gather in front of the
business building at 3:45 p.m.
and join with the other groups
on the way to the statehouse.
Presented by: "':" i
~unvall{'y~:.\~}:kdChum
I ~;.,.
Music. BigAir. Beer.
Don't nlissSol Fr~:2002. on ~Iareh24th.
4 Nights and :J nays Skiin~,~hlf;i{'h)' :~t('i\~~l'luutd\'l;~~~
phiS the only pro-level big air event in Idaho.
(~8111·800·634·3347forDet8iL~and Reservations
lit H't"
,,,vlv.solfest.com
-Por person. based on dOtJbIe occupancy
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'Illegal' music downloading symptomatic of
record company's disregard for consumers
By Sean C, Hayes
The Arbiter
Michael Greene, president/CEO
of the National Academy of
Recording Arts & Sciences, warned
musicians and the viewing public
at last week's Grammy ceremonies
about an "insidious virus" threat-
ening to rend the social fabric of
our nation.
Terrorism? Anthrax? Bin Laden?
No, it's the "pervasive, out of
control and oh so criminal" act of
downloading songs off the internet.
"Ripping is stealing their liveli-
hood one digital file at a time, leav-
ing ... musical dreams haplessly
snared in this World Wide Web of
theft and indifference," Greene
sobbed.
Heavens to Betsy! If I'd known
that I'd deny Justin Timberlake his
hopes and dreams by downloading
that copy of "Bye, Bye, Bye," I
would simply have worked four
hours to purchase the whole $20
CD. After all, how could I sleep
knowing that I- who make $5,000
a year and is $19,000 in debt from
student loans - denied a multimil-
lionaire of a small percentage of his
livelihood?
Far from being the "life and
death" issue Greene would like us
to think that downloading is, it is
symptomatic of an industry that
cares little about the "artists"
Greene praises so highly, and even
less about the consumers.
It is fitting that directly follow-
ing Greene's address, Alan Jackson
sang his' hit "Where Were You
(When the World Stopped
Turning?)." That song is a perfect
example of the detachment
between record company and con-
sumer. Until recently, the song was
available neither as a single nor an
album track, meaning that anyone
who wanted to legitimately pur-
chase the song was left in the dark.
Where were we when the world
stopped turning, Alan Jackson? We
were downloading your shit off the
net.
The dearth of commercially
released singles is bad enough for
hits that are available on albums,
but worse when the version that
hits the radio is not the version
available on the album. Ricky
Martin and Christina Aguilera's hit
duet "Nobody Wants to be Lonely,"
is not the version on Martin's
album - which features a lackluster
solo vocal by Martin. Same with the
percussion heavy version of Enya's
"Only Time," a far cry from the tra-
ditional rendering of the song fea-
tured on the album. Anyone who
wants to purchase the last two hit
Jennifer Lopez records will have to
shell out another $20 for her latest
remix anthology, the R&B versions
of her songs popular on the radio
are very different from the dance
pop versions of those songs on her
album.
Remixes, too, are increasingly
unavailable to consumers even as
expensive maxi-singles. The remix-
es of Dido's songs, often better than
the originals, though huge hits at
clubs, were not released to con-
sumers at all. To get a hold of those,
fans would have to buy an expen-
sive reissue of her "No Anger
album featuring a bonus disc of
dance mixes. Recently, Mary J.
Blige's latest album was also
repressed and re-released with
bonus mixes. So much for people
who already bought the albums in
their original forms.
Problematic also is the high cost
of CDs, which despite little cost to
manufacture, have never reduced
in price, and in fact continue to
escalate to nearly $20 - the equiva-
lent, as I stated earlier, of four
hours work at a minimum wage
job.
I can see bUling a whole album
by some critic s darling or classic
act, but it's not as if I'd purchase
the $20 Baha Men CD just for "Who
Let the Dogs Out?" .
see HAYES paCle 5
Placing sin tax on fast food won't prevent obesity
-
When the tobacco companies
were getting sued because people
choose to start smoking, my col-
leagues and 1 joked around saying,
"What's next? Are they going to
start suing fast food companies
because people are fat?" Well, my
friends, It appears that the joke is
on us because that is exactly what
is happening. .
NYU's chairwoman of the
department of nutrition and food
studies, Marion Nestle is calling
for the government to hold food
producers accountable for supply-
1I1g an unhealthy diet to
Americans. This is the direct cause
for obesity, a problem that plagues
many Americans.
Nestle blames obesity on the
availability of too much food and
constant pressure apv,lied by food
marketers. She says, '$30 billion a
year goes into trying to control
what we eat. We have 320,000 food
products in the u.s. Give me a
break! You don't need 320,000
food products to have a terrific
diet with plenty of foods to eat."
See what we have here? I feel so
relieved knowing that the wei~ht
I've gained since graduating high
school is not my fault. It is
McDonalds fault that I choose to
super-size my combo meal. That
damn Jack-in-the-Box is going to
pay for being open 24 hours a day.
Give me a break, Ms. Nestle!
Do you think the plus minus
grading in a good idea?
"l think. it would hurt me
more titan it would help me."
"l tllillk an A is all A alld
if l had straigllt A's on
my report card, I'd hate
to lIave somebody tell me
iha! I'm not a four point
student."
'1
"It might be good for
some people, but J tllink
the majority of tile people
would be satisfied wi/II
,an A., Iwould be satisfied
with a~A."
I am not some spineless crea-
_ ture that cannot think on my own!
Can you believe this lady? She
thinks that we are so stupid that
we cannot decide how to feed our-
selves! This is what she had to say
about will power.
"If you are sitting there with an
enormous plate of food in front of
you, you are going to eat it ... Not
everybody has that kind of
strength of character to be con-
scious of what they're eating all
the time."
To help us mindless boobs
make better choices about what we
eat, Nestle is proposing a tax on
foods that are hi~h in calories, fat,
or sugar. Again, 111 her own words,
Nestle claims, "The tax would be
so small that no one could accuse
it of being regressive, so it would
be less than a penny on a can of
soda. Government must use taxa-
tion and legislation as a counter-
force to the strategies of food mar-
keters."
What have I always told you
about people left of.center? All of
their solutions involve taxes and
laws. They don't like what we eat,
so their first idea is to make my
food preferences illegal, tax it, and
sue the people that made the food
right out of existence.
Another point that has to be
made here is this whole notion of
the tax being so small that nobody
would notice. The amount of the
see THOMAS paCle 5
Enron debacle shovvs corporate
value of profit over people
Contrary to the claims of
the (supposedly liberal?)
news media and Jerel
Thomas, Enron is the
biggest political-business
scandal in recent decades. It
is the proof in the pudding
that corporate governance
does not work for the peo-
ple. Rather, it annihifates
common folks' entire eco-
nomic futures while lavish-
ly lining the pockets of
already multi-millionaire
CEOs, directors, and politi-
cians. It demonstrates the
danger of the long acknowl-
edged "revolving door"
between business and gov-
ernment, as well as the hor-
rific consequences of rule
by economic might.
In an effort to plumb
these issues this will be the
first of two articles on the
Enron scandal. Here, I'd
like to correct some of the
egregious errors printed in
other columns. Later, I'll
offer an alternative view
and some possible "solu-
tions."
First, the brunt of politi-
cal donations are $250 or
more (usually a lot more)
and are usually given by
wealthy individuals and
corporations, not by people
like us. A brief look at
United Vision for Idaho's
campaign finance web
pages will give you a State
level taste of this. To get the
national flavor just multiply
the numbers by 100,000.
Second, when one speaks
of "free speech" in relation
to campaign donations, one
is frequently speaking of a
non-human (corporate)
entity's "right" to free
speech. This is true in the
case of Enron. At issue here
is the controversial defini-
tion of a corporation as
equivalent to a human
being, a decision that traces
its roots back to earlier rad-
ically conservative interpre-
tations of the 14th
~'~r'~l
1',. ".. :.
,
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any other corporation in
America stood to gain as
much from the White House
. [enerl$y] plan as Enron.'
This IS the plan that was
developed 111 six secret
meetings between VP Dick
Cheney and Enron officials.
That's just the beginning.
In regards' to the
President and his associ-
ates' abandonment of Enron
upon its collapse, this
reflects political savvy and
dishonesty on their parts-
not proof of their inno-
cence. Moreover, Mr.
Thomas suggests that Enron
appealed directly to the
WnHe House for a bailout.
IF that happened, it pro-
vides more incriminating
evidence, not less.
The last paragraph in Mr.
Thomas' article on the mat-
ter is transparently contra-
dictory. Furthermore, his
suggestion that Kenneth
Lay should be credited for
pushing through caml'aign
finance reform is akin to
suggesting that rapists and
murderers have helped pass
laws against those crimes. I
fail to see the relevance of
such an argument, or its
value in defending the per-
petrators. Along with the
other arguments refuted
here it is best understood as
a smokescreen, emitted by
those who are runnin~ for
their ideological and Finan-
ciallives.
Enron is the fulfillment
of "free market" capital-
ism's logical end. Those
who suggest otherwise are
professing their faith in an
economic religion that has
long-since 'proven that its
appetite for profit knows no
limits, human or otherwise.
For some people such a reli-
-gion is highly beneficial; for
most of us, it spells destruc-
tion.
didates, or the millions
required to buy a lobbyist
on Capital Hill: Even their
aggregate $10 contributions
to NOW are tiny in light of
corl?orations' and wealthy
Individuals' political
spending.
Political Action
Committees (PACs), are one
good example of this.
Although one would intu-
itively think that in a
democracy groups with
more members (e.g. unions
and environmental groups)
would have more influence,
the inverse is precisely true.
The PACs of labor unions,
for example, are outspent
by corporate and pro-busi-
ness PACs by a 7 to 1 ratio.
The preponderance of "spe-
cial interests" on Capitol
Hill, including the best
funded ones, represent cor-
porations and their wealthy
owners'-not you or me.
Another myth is that
both political parties are
equally I$uilty in this scan-
dal. WhIle it is true that
both parties received
money from Enron, and that
this is indeed one reason
why the Democrats are
being so timid in their
investigation, the distribu-
tion was far from equal. The
Nation reported that during
the 1990s Enron contributed
$5.3 million to political
campaigns with 73 percent
of it going to Republicans.
Enron ana its employees
have donated $736,800 to
George W.'s political career
alone. No democrat comes
close to that, not Al Gore,
who got $13,750 for his
Presidential bid, and not Joe
Lieberman.
As for Enron's returns on
its political investments, the
facts, once again, do not
agree with Mr. Thomas. The
House Committee on
Government Reform identi-
fies one example among
many, "it is unlikely that
Editorial Board
Brandon Fiala
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Amendment by conserva-
tive courts.
In essence, this definition
imbues with the privileges
of humanity a legal entity
that lasts for eternity, has
the ability to amass and
pass on unrestricted wealth,
and can utilize the man-
power of thousands of indi-
viduals. For humans, "free
speech" means stating our
views: for corporations,
"free speech" means buying
legislation that increases
profits regardless of the
human toll.
In the cases where this
argument applies to indi-
viduals, it is the antithesis
of democracy, not the bul-
wark of it. The problem is
that some people have mil-
lions more dollars with
which to exercise their right
to political "free speech,"
making their voices louder,
and more listened too. If
the democratic ideal is one
person-one vote, the mas-
sive campaign contribu-
tions of wealthy capitalists
drastically skew that ideal,
creating a system of one
person-300,000 votes.
Their (and their corpora-
tions') ability to spend mil-
lions on lobbyists and PR
firms adds to this drastic
imbalance. Average people
just don't have the thou-
sands of dollars necessary
to support or influence can-
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enforc~d its own1aws on slavery and discrimina-
tion;':', ',' ,...... .
. Only later in the war was slavery used as a pretext
for fighting. Even still, the Union could not have
been won without the help of black soldiers, who
were granted the right to serve only after endless
lobbying by abolitionists and only as a last resort for
the Union Army. Abraham Lincoln did not free the
slaves; he was pressured by a devoted, impassioned
movement. .
True, he was dismayed by the treatment of slaves
but he was clearly not opposed to segregation.
Indeed Lincoln had said this to an audience in 1858
during his presidential campaign:
"1 will say, then, that I am not, nor have ever
been, in favor of bringing about in any way the
social and Y0litical equality of the white and black
races; that am not, nor have ever been, in favor of
making voters or jurors of Negroes, nor CJ.ualify.ing
them to hold office, nor to intermarry With white
people ...
"And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they
do remain together there must be the position of
superior and inferior, and I as much as any. other
man am in favor of having the superior position
assigned to the white race."
That sounds like something Adolf Hitler or David
Duke would have said! But it wasn't. It was
Abraham Lincoln, the great orator and benevolent
egalitarian "who freed 'black slaves and preserved
the Union." He certainly did help to preserve the
Union, but at the expense of black people, not for
them. Slavery never really ended after the Civil War.
. Sure, the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments were
passed but they offered no guarantees for blacks in
America because states were allowed by the federal
government to circumvent civil rights raws, despite
the 14th Amendment's explicit language forbidding
that, for over 100 years after their subsequent pass-
ing. .
Racism was prevalent in the North, not just the
South, long before and long after the war. Today
prison inmates are predominantly black; judges and
Roliticians are predominantly white Protestant men;
the life expectancy of black man in Harlem is about
46 years, less than that of Cambodia or the Sudan.
How can you, Jerel, believe that over 300 years of
institutionalized racial oppression could just reverse
itself within a few decades?
It still exists and many people either don't realize
this or are just unwilhng to deal with it. Social
restructurin~ is the only possible solution. Truth,
not money, IS the reparation people seek.
Justin Hurst
ment for a finite time. Itwas a business arrangement
in which one party agreed to work for another party
in exchange for the cost of a boat ride to America. It
was not legal to kill, rape, beat, maim, dehumanize
or otherwise severely mistreat your indentured ser-
vant. Nor was it legal to disallow your indentured
servant certain human rights, such as literacy, mar-
riage or the right to vote. All of these things were
legal, either technically or by lack of law enforce-
ment, under slavery. .
Slaves were, property; indentured servants were
human beings. Slaves had no choice; indentured ser-
vants chose their station. See the difference? You
also assert that slavery ended in 1865, and legally
this is true. But the refercussions of slavery did not
end with the freeing a slaves, and the oppression of
blacks can be seen as an extension of slavery, in that
slavery caused it..· .
Any discussion of slavery reparations needs to
take m to account all of the impacts of slavery,
including the many years of oppression after slavery.
was abolished. Laws passed right after the abolish-
ment of slavery l'ersisted well in to the 20th
Century. In 1937, Richard Wright wrote "The Ethics
of Living Jim Crow." Wright exposes, through auto-
biography, how black people were treated. He
recalls an incident that "he witnessed in which a
woman was dragged into a store, beaten, and then
arrested, battered and bleeding, on the accusation
that she was drunk. The policeman watched the two
white men drag the woman into the building and he
knew what had happened, but by criminalizing the
woman, he is consenting to this kind of brutality, the
same kind of brutality that existed throughout slav-
er)im Crow laws did things like require separate
trains, train stations and wharves for white people
and black people. In 1896, Plessy vs. Ferguson, a
Supreme Court decision, created a "separate but
equal" precedent. This court case allows for segre-
gated schools that were supposed to be equal.
However, funding for the schools was. starkly
.unequal and those who benefited were not black
children. By keeping the majority of the black pop-
ulation uneducated, society ensured that the majori-
ty of the black population stayed poor. These actions
and the Jim Crow laws are a direct result of slavery.
So, yes, Mr. Thomas, slavery did end in 1865, but toe
impact of slavery, the attitudes and actions that kept
black people subservient, did not end until relative-
ly recently. The Civil Rights Movement is a direct
result of this kind of oppression and that was only
about 40 years ago.
These inaccuracies and omissions, amon~ others,
makes it difficult for me to even write this letter,
because I'm afraid that my protests will fall on deaf
ears. But I am compelled to write because I under-
stand what may have caused Dr. Richard Baker to
call you an asshole (although I make no attempt to
actually' speak for Dr. Baker), for I have been known
to use the same word after reading one of your arti-
cles. You see, sometimes frustration and disbelief
cloud my mind after reading something so histori-
cally or factually inaccurate and I can't think of the
words ignoramus or uninformed vulgarian, I resort
to less attractive but equally accurate words in
describing someone.
Of course, I realize that the situation with Dr.
Baker is complicated with the fact that he is faculty
and you are not, but you put yourself in the public
sphere and write things that seem to be intentional-
ly inflammatory, so you should not be shaken by
criticism, even by faculty members. And I would
hardly characterize Dr. baker's opinion as smearing
your character, as you do. So, Mr. Thomas, I believe
your inaccurate and horribly organized first article
was what turned .the slavery reparations debate
ugly, not Dr. Baker's response. Personally, I'd like
to see you quit running the spelling and grammar
check on your articles and start running over to the
library for a fact check before submitting your work
for publication unless you want to continue being
criticized in such a manner.
ASBSU to host education protest, Earth Day events
To the Students, Faculty, and other members of
tht:: campus community we are in need of your help.
ThIS year ASBSU.,SPB, and all other, organizations
are needed for the upcoming' Earth ,Day
Celebrationj Spring Fling. We will need help plan-
nmg an, environmental, audit of the campus and
~aKe a booth showing the results. Develop an anti-
Iitter campaign (anti-cigaret,' te butt. campaign),
adopting a portion of the river that runs through
campus-for routine clean up, making booths to
develop an awareness of the devastation taking
place on our campus and to the Boise River.
For club members these activities can be used as a
co.mmunity service project for your clubs. Also there
will be a need for volunteers to help create the dis-
play booths concerning Earth Day events. Artwork
that represents the Earth Day celebration from peo-
ple of all ages needed. There will be a need for help
with adult and children' activities and entertain-
ment of all capacities. There will also be a need for
campus community volunteers to help with the
security, setting up and taking down Booths, and
help with all the activities. If you are interested
please attend the meeting or contact Trevor Klein at
'1:26-1147or ASBSU at 426-1440.
We will also be asking for clothing donations to
be re-sold at the event, where the proceeds will be
donated to specific groups in need.
Also this week on Thursday at 12 noon there will
be a press conference held in the Senate Forum.
Student Body President Nate Peterson asks that all
students attend. This will be an open forum for stu-
dents to voice their opinions on the recent petition
asking for the resignation of Dr. Charles Ruch, Nate
Peterson will be .answering any questions that stu-
dents might have concerning the petition and all stu-
dents concerns. Don't be silenced.
Also there is going to be a rally and a march down
Capitol Blvd. to the steps of the Capitol Building on
Tuesday March 5th at 4 p.m. Students are encour-
aged to participate in the event. The rally is for the
teachers of Idaho. There will be teachers and student
representatives from all around the state.
the State Legislature just voted to cut the
Education funds by $23 million dollars. Because of
these cuts are the reasons why the fees at our uni-
versity and other universities keep going ul? By
making these cuts to the education funding makes a
statement to the students and teachers of this state
that the legislature does not believe that education is
important.
Students will be meeting in front of the Business
Buildin~ at 3:45 to start the rally and the march to
the Capitol.
Trevor Klein
ASBSU Student Relations Director
Thomas's slavery column uninformed
Jerel Thomas: I am not writing to argue with you
over slavery reparations. I am not writmg to squab-
ble with you about whether or not there is a pay gap
(although research done by governmental agencies'
clearly suggests that there IS). I'm writing in regards
to your article "Slavery Reparations Debate Turns
Ugly" (Feb. 21). I beg to differ with the assertion that
Dr. Baker's comment is an indication of when the
debate turned uglX' It turned ugly the day you
wrote the article 'Slavery Reparations are a Bad
Idea" (Jan. 31).
This is because your article was not based on rea-
sons why slavery reparations are complicated, and
they are a comphcated issue; it was based on misin-
formation. This article, that sparked a response from
Dr. Marcy Newman, and your subsequent email to
that response, which initiated' a strong reaction from
Dr. Richard Baker is flawed in more than one way.
But, your articles have. a reputation for bein& misin-
formed. You liken slavery to indentured servitude in
your first article, stating that "descendents of these
[indentured servants should] be eligible for money
as well."
However, slavery and indentured servitude are
hardly comparable. Indentured servitude was
entered into voluntarily, with a contractual agree-
Slavery reparations debate about more than just
money
I respect Jerel Thomas as a person for expressing
himself freely, however misinformed he may be, and
I do not think anyone should be censored for any
reason. However I do disagree with just about
everything he says, and I therefore do not respect
the content of his arguments, which are for the most
part half-truths and baseless rants. On that note I
would like to address his premise of slavery and
reparations.
Jerel doesn't think he should have to pay for slav-
ery in America. That's fine. Most people are not ask-
ing for monetary restitution (few are). Instead peo-
ple want the truth about slavery to be known and it
widely isn't. Black slavery prevailed in America for
over 150 years before the Constitution and persisted
for another 80 years after that. The Civil War was
Pairi Ann Thompson
English Major
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is the cause of all this "insid-
ious" downloading, and the
downturn of the music
industry in general.
As Grammy winner Lil'
Kim sings in "Lady
Marmalade," "Why spend
mine, when I can spend
yours?"
It may be true that music
has always been a business -
even classic Motown records
were privy to cheesy market-
ing techniques, but now it
has become so utterly formu-
laic that it lacks all sense of
artistic principle. It is less
music, and more a bland,
paint-by-numbers hit equa-
tion.
As long as the "artists"
make a showing' on the
Billboard charts, they don't
care if the artists themselves
can make a living - except
for a few megastar acts - nor
do they care if they're pitch-
ing a quality product to con-
sumers.
Downloading songs off
the net may indeed soon
become a thing of the past,
but that change must be
accompanied by a change
within the industry to give
some regard to those who
keep them in business.
Record companies say
they don't release singles
because it threatens album
sales, but consumers looking
for quality material will pur-
chase an album that appeals
to them even if they have
access to the internet. Few,
however, are going to pur-
chase a CD by an unproven
act just for one song. .
The failure of record com-
panies, first, to promote
quality album artists - dup-
ing consumers into buying
the lame albums of singles
artists - and secondly, to
make songs available to con-
sumers in a palatable format
fat."
See how stupid they
think we are? Imean, really,
who can't figure out that a
Bacon Ultimate
Cheeseburger might have an
extra amount of fat content
in it? Per those that are too
stupid to figure it out, do
they really think that taxing
it is going to make people
stop buying it? The uftimate
goal is to destroy capitalism
buy suing fast food until
they only serve tofu burgers
and salads.
I also see a similarity
between tobacco and fast
food. Just like a cigarette,
nobody forces anybody to
eat fast food. People go into
Burger King on their own
free will and order fatty
food. It is a conscious
choice.
These people are trying
to take away the people's
right to choose. (I'll bet this
just upsets the pro-abortion
crowd, right Mr. Williams?)
fries are cooked in 100%
vegetable oil. It turns' out
they are pre-cooked in beef
tallow. This of course upset
the vegans and other vel$e-
tarian types. (I would point
out that McDonalds does
actually cook the fries in
vegetable oil. It is Simplot
that cooks them in beef tal-
low). He claims there are
many similarities between
the class action suits
brought against the tobacco
industry and the one being
proposed against the food
industry, He points to mar-
keting as a key similarity.
The tobacco industry was
stung because they adver-
tised on television and did-
n't tell people about the
dangers of their product.
Banzhaf says, "You watch
television any night and see
these cheeseburgers, triple
cheeseburgers and all these
fancy fishes and I have
never seen one that says
warning twice your daily
recommended amount of
tax is not the problem here.
It is the whole idea of these
people trying to force their
will on others. What busi-
ness is it of theirs of what I
eat? Why don't they [ust
come out and say what they
are really after, and that is
total control over every-
body's lives.
So here we have it. There
are lots of fat people run-
ning around the country
and this is bothersome to
people of a left wing persua-
sion. Let's see, they are
already talking about anoth-
er tax and more laws.
What's next, a lawsuit
against McDonalds? Wait!
One has already been filed.
John Banzhaf, professor
of law at George
Washington University
serves as the executive
director of Action on
Smoking Health (ASH), the
-'egal arm of the anti-smok-
ing community. Banzhaf has
already sued McDonalds
over their claim that their
at do these locations have in common?'
Thailand
China
Louisiana Maryland
and Maine
Italy
Spain
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Hockey Q&A
What's a Uhat trick?"
When a player scores three goals in a game. It was believed to be
named for the habits of Montreal haberdasher Sam Lichtenstein,
who early this century gave hats to those who pulled off the feat.
What Is the hardest shot to stop?
Generally speaking. the most difficult shot is low, a few inches off
the ice, to the stick side. Some goaltenders overplay to the stick side,
presenting a more inviting target on their glove side.
What about deflections?
Many people think that deflections are pure luck. Actually,
however, players practice on deflections constantly,
standing off to the side of the nets, or in front, and
deflecting the shot from outside to another area of
the cage. Seldom does a goalie have time to react
to a deflection as the puck changes direction oif
someone else's stick or skate.
\
",V)~\~~"f'o
\\' What is "changing on'" ~ ,
. the fly?" ' ", ~"
Because hockey doesn't demand a stop in play for~, \:\\ \
.substitutions, rlaye~s can g? on an~ off the ice while play' \'~,;l'
IS In progress, Each line, which consists of groups of three '\~A
forwards or two defenscmcn, changes about every minute, Each team ~i.
usually carried three lines of forwards (center, left wing and right wing) ::'
and three sets of dcfcnserncn.
Can a puck be kicked Into the net fo~,a goal?
Not kicked in Intentionally but a puck cari
be deflected off a skate, or off a player's
body if no overt attempt is made to
throw it in or kick it in.
What if a puck is stopped, or stops
on the goal line?
No goal. The puck must be
completely across the goal line
between the posts to be counted as a
score .
Who calls the penalties, the referee of
the linesman?
The referee calls penalties, has the
ultimate responSibility for allowing (or
disallowing) goals and even naming the
goal scorer if a question arises. The
linesman concentrates mainly on calling
offside, icing and 100 many men. A
linesman may call a misconduct penalty or
ask the referee to hand one out if he thinks
it is justified.
\.
,\""\~q,,,\,. " '\' . What is a mucker?,\:.'r: ,The mockers are what football coaches call "lunch-pail guys." 111eygo after the
'.',}" in any way they can and will even start a fight, if necessary.
'~' \ .'~J! Why do they fight?
\
' >1 For three reasons 1) A team enforcer may start a fight to protect his club's skill
" . ,\"~ players; 2) for the pure thrill of it, especially if a player is challenged by a smaller.\~ \:';8i\. player; 3) to change the moment~~~~(:~:~11~f~e, winning a fight can provide an
;;;"\
~'~,
\
What If an offensive player Is In the crease
_ the red outlined area - in front of the
nets?
\ If he is there under his own power, there is no
I goal. A goal may be awarded if he was forced in
t' to the crease or held there by a defending player.
, .1 An offensive player may carry the puck into the
crease and score.
March 4,2002
Why doesn't the referee help quell fights?
Several reasons ... for one, he's observing who should receive the
penalties for the infractions; also it is quite hazardous in those
close quarters with sticks and gloves, and players.
Frequently thrown to the icc. Since he is in sale
control of the game, he has to protect
himself from injury. .
Seniorsgo out=~• SMU
Bv Pardn Shindle
The Arbiter
The seniors on the Boise State
men's basketball team made sure
that their last game in the Pavilion
was a memorable one, with a little
help from some under-classmen.
Abe Jackson scored a game-
high 7:J points, Trevor Tillman
added a season-high 13 points,
induding his first ever 3-pointer
and Richard Morgan put up eight
points and six rebounds as BSU
wrapped up the regular season
spanking SMU 80-63 Saturday
night in front of 5,372 fans in the
Pavilion. .
The Broncos had a IS-point
lead with just under seven min-
utes to play at 6247 when the
Mustangs went on a 9-0 run,dos-
ing the gap to six 62-56 with 4:20
remaining. Boise State responded
by going to one of its, seniors to
gain control of the game.
Tillman put away any
thoughts of an SMU romeback by
drilling a pair of back-to-back
Texas-Austin 5, Boise State
2
Doubles: 1.
Zarhi/Echagaray, Texas, def.
Berntson/Roberts, Boise State,
8-5; 2. Ointon/Hoskins, Texas, .
def. Bouvier /Ismail, Boise
State, 8-4; 3.
Jenkins/Haymond, Texas, def.
Silva/Rezk. Boise State, 8-1.
Singles: 1. Jean Simon,
Texas, def. Marcus Berntson.
Calls of the
Game
Boarding
~
Pounding the
~ .. closed fists of one
'. hand into the open
., palm of the oilier
'hand. Called for
driving opponent
into boards.
Chanting
•
Rotating ClenChed
.. fists around one
~ another in front
of chest. Called
:to for taking more
, than three strides
before checking
opponent.
Holding
Clasping the
wrists In front of
the chest. Called
for using hands
on opponent or
his equipment.
Cross Checking
"
. b~~~dr~~~n
:t • ' with both fists
. • clenched extending
.l\ from the chest.
~ Called for hitting
opponent with both
hands on the stick
and no part of stick
on the ice.
Delayed
\&
..C~~~g;f
" \ \:.; Referee e~tends
. arms and points
to penalized
player until
penalized team
re~ains posses-
sion of puck.
High Sticking
Holding both fists
clenched, one
immediately
above the other at
the height of the
forehead. Called
for carrying stick
above shoulder
against opponent.
Boise State men's basketball splits final two home games
Men's -tennis drops ~.-2
decision to No. 13 Texas
Broncos get
rained on in
the Pavilion
tered with a run of its own to
end the first half with a seven-
point lead.
Louisiana Tech came out in
the second half on fire with a
12-1 run extending its lead to
46-28 with more than 15 min-
utes left in the game.
With the game close at the
half and a small 34-27 lead,
Louisiana Tech made sure not
to make any mistakes in the sec-
ond half in blowing the game
open, only committing three
turnovers that half.
Michael Wilder was a per-
fect 7-7 from the field, including
3-3 from the free throw line to
lead the Bulldogs with 19
points. Marco Cole also scored
19 making four of his seven
shots from long range. Last
weeks WAC player of the week
Gerrod Henderson added
another 17 for the Bulldogs.
Nabors led BSU with a game
high 38 minutes and hit on 12 of
15 shots from the field to lead
all scorers with 28 points.
Jackson added 15 points while
breaking his own single season
3-point record. Jackson also
moved past Chris Childs to get
to third place on BSU's all-time
scoring list.
jumpers that pushed the lead back
to the romfortable double-digit
mark.
"My shot was just falling
tonight," said Tillman who
opened the game with his first
career 3-pointer. "They left me
wide open."
Boise State was able to force the
Mustangs into 20 turnovers for the .
game, 10 by starting point guard
Damon Hancock. The turnovers
helped offset the fact that SMU
went to the free-throw line 37
times for the game.
After the seniors got a standing
ovation a rouple of juniors capped
off the memorable evening.
Junior point guard C,J.
Williams showed Jackson what
it's like to dunk, throwing down a
fast-break dunk; just moments
after Jackson had the chance for a
dunk and opted for a lay-up. His
teammates razzed. him, especially
Williams for not putting it down.
With just seronds left on the
clock Junior walk-on Adam
Donyes sank his first field goal of
the season as he hit a 3-pointer to
round out the scoring.
The Broncos now head to the
WAC tournament Boise State will
be the No. 7 seed and will play
UTEP in the first round at 7:30
pm. on Tuesday in Tulsa.
Boise State, 7-6 6-3; 2. Rodrigo
Echagaray, Texas, def.
.Guillaume Bouvier, Boise
State, 6-16-3; 3. Mark Roberts,
Boise State, def. Josh Zarro,
Texas, 7-5 3-6 10-6; 4. Matias
Silva, Boise State, def. Michael
DoIX\arwld, iTexas, 6-4 6-4; 5.
Drew Hopkins, T~as, def.
Imraan Ismail, Boise State, 7-6
6-1; 6. Roger Gubser, Texas,
def. Jonny Bior~ Boise
State, 6-() 7-5. .
By Phil Pglley
The Arbiter
Booker Nabors and Abe
Jackson put up career nights
and it still wasn't enough to
stop Louisiana Tech on
Thursday night at the Pavilion.
Louisiana Tech put on a shoot-
ing clinic on the way to burying
the Broncos.
In front of a diminutive
crowd of 3,535 fans, Louisiana
Tech shot over 60 percent from
the field en route to an 80-67
win over the Broncos.
Louisiana Tech shot an
amazing 62 percent from three-
point range for the game.
"They were shooting 31 per-
cent from 3 coming in," BSU
coach Rod Jensen said. "They
shot it well and played good
defense. When you do that,
you're going to win a lot of
games."
Boise State came out shoot-
ing to take a 20-14 lead in the
first half. Louisiana Tech coun-
~~JtremY a,
Boise State's Booker Nabors shoulders past two louisiana Tech
players.
Bronco VVODlen drop
game at San Jose State
Bronco Sports Information backed her with 11 points and
\ "'''~'. _".. ,four. rebounds. The Broncos
SAN JOSE,' Callf. -' The· 'shot just 33 perCent from the
E~~~~~:~~er~
JoseStateincre~fSOWrtWit1': ''''''Weseemed'flaf frorrI' the
streak to five games with the be~g:' Boise State head
victory';., mach TrishaStevens said, ''We
The Broncos were led by did not respond well to the
AndreaSwindall who scored 16 ph~cal play of San Jose State:'
points and grabbed eistht 1heSpartans were led by
rebounds. Mandy W,Jch TatiaIlaTaylorwith 14 points
and 10 rebounds. San Jose State
shot 40 percent from the floor
(24-56), 44 percent from three-
, point range (4-9) and 63 percent
from the free throw line (12-19).
The Broncos drop to 5-12 in
cOnference play and 9-18 over-
all with one gameleh to play in
the regular. season (at Hawaii
on SatUrday). San Jose State, 11-
6 in the WAC 16-10 overall,
hosts UTEP on Saturday.
Bronco Sports
Information
AUSTIN, Texas - The Boise
State men's' tennis team,
ranked 69th nationally, lost to
13th ranked Texas, 5-2, on
Thursday. Bronco winners
were Mark Roberts at #3 sin-
gles and, Matias Silva at#4sin-
gles.
Feb; 28, 2002 .
·Collegiate Men's Tennis
;...M....aich~4;.:..;. 2=O.;;.:02=-- ~ Sp.orts The Arbiter • Page 7
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
NOTICE OF HEARING ON REQUESTS FOR
STUDENT FEE AND RATE INCREASES
March 6, 2002
-Norlce is herebygiven that a proposal has been presented to increase General Education fees. The proposal calls for increasing the Matriculation Fee by
$184.75, an~ reducing the Facilities Fee by $25.00 (which would be redirectedto the Matriculation Fee), for a total fee increase of $159.75 per semester for
full-fee-paylnqundergraduatestudents. This amounts to a 12% total fee increase. Fees for part-time students and others would increase proportionally.
The current fees, proposed increases, and amount of revenue such increaseswould provide follow:
Annual Full-Time Fees and Part-Time Credit Hour Fees
Suspend FY2003 Fees
Redirect Per Initial Est New Revenue
Student Fees: FY02 fees SUB/Fee Notice
HC/SCH Gen Educ
Full-time Fees:
Matriculation Fee 1,492.00 50.00 1,861.50
10,237 3,782,572
Technology Fee 82.50 82.50
Facilities Fees 556.00 (50.00) 506.00
Student Activity Fees 534.00 534.00
Total Full-time Fees "2,664.50 0.00 2,984.00
3,782,572
Part-time Credit Hour Fees:
Education Fee - 86.15 2.50
102.40 33,913 551,086
Technology Fee 4.40
4.40
Facilities Fees 26.40 (2.50)
23.90
Student Activity Fees 18.30
18.30
Total Part-time Cr Hr Fees: 135.25 0.00
149.00 551,086
Summer Credit Hour Fees:(Note A)
Education Fee 86.15 2.50
,102.40 19,079 310,034
Technology Fee 4.40
4.40
Facilities Fees. 26.40 (2.50)
23.90
Student Activity Fees 18.30
18.30
Total Summer Cr Hr Fees: 135.25 0.00
149.00 310,034
Other Student Fees:
Graduate Fees:
Full-time Grad/Prof 598.00 646.00
319 15,312
Part-time Graduate/Hour 32.00
35.00 10,600 31,800
Summer Grad/Hour (Note A) 32.00 35.00
2,000 6,000
Nonresident Tuition:
Nonres Tuition 6,200.00
6,400.00 250 50,000
Professional Fees:
None
Other Fees:
Western Undergrad Exchge 1,310.00 1,492.00
225 40,950
In-service Fees/
Cr Hr - Undergrad 45.00 49.50
6,200 27,900
In-service Fees/Cr Hr - Grad 55.75
61.00 N/A 0
Course Overload Fee/Hour 135.25 149.00
0 0
Total Other Student Fees
171,962
Total Additional Student Fee Revenue
4,815.654
Less Summer Equals Available for General Education in FY2003
4,499.!620
Note A: Summer fee increases effective for Summer 2003 Session.
Summer revenue not available until FY2004.
-Notlce is hereby given that a proposal has been presented to increase residence hall room and board
rates and apartment rental rates by 8%.
~roposals regarding these fee and rate increases are-available for inspection during regular business hours at the Office ofthe Vice
Presidentfor StudentAffairs, Room 210 of the Administration Building.
HEARINGSONTHE PROPOSED INCREASESWILL BE HELDWEDNESDAY.MARCH 6, 2002, BEGINNINGAT 1:00 P.M. INTHE BISHOPBARNWELL
ROOMOFTHE BSU STUDENT UNION.
All Interestedpersons may submit oral testimony at the hearings or written testimony before the March 6th date. AnyoneWishingto testify
In person may sign up at the hearings or In advance at the.Office of the Vice President for StudentAffairs. Persons presentingoral testimony
_ ' .are asked to provide awrltten copy of their testimonyJo the hearing officer.
I
I
~ I . , ), ...
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Quilting the fabric of our lives
By Jutle Underwood
Special to The Arbiter
Have you ever wanted to learn how to quilt?
Maybe you would just like to see it done or sim-
ply meet some exceptional women who quilt
for fun. The "PieceWorks!" quilting display
located in the Fireplace Lounge on the first floor
of the Student Union this week gives you the
opportunity to do this and more.
As part of Women's History Month,
";PieceWorks!" a quilting club made up of Boise
State administrative staff and faculty women, is
hosting an "interactive" quilt display. Visitors
who choose to participate will actually hand-
sew squares, quilt-stitch on a large project, or
just watch others practice this historical art.
"PieceWol'ks!" is more than just a colorful,
interactive quilt display for Women's History
Month; they arc a woman's group that is mak-
ing history in the Treasure Valley. The club
began when seven faculty / staff women took a
quilting class together and evolved into a group
of more than 50 women who are taking social
action within the local community.
. "There is nothing like us in the world," said
Gwen Smith, founding member of
"PieceWorks!" and Boise State's training and
development director.
"PieceWorks!" beginnings can be traced back
to a conversation between Smith and her friend,
co-worker and fellow-founding member, Gloria
Ostrander-Dykstra- Smith mentioned her pass-
ing interest in learning to quilt and Ostrander-
Dykstra took her seriously. Ostrander-Dykstra
challenged Smith to find some friends who
were interested and she would arrange for a
class to be taught.
"Okay, I said, you're on," Smith said. "After
the quilting class we decided to stay in touch
and that is how we started. And it's just grown
from there."
After the class, the group began meeting on
Friday afternoons for lunch at the Student
Union.
"It was just a brown bag thing and people
would bring whatever they were working on,"
Smith said. Soon the -group started sending
reminder notes via e-mail.
"That is actually how we came up with our
name," Smith said, "we had to name the e-mail
group so we asked everyone for suggestions."
The group now has more than 50 women who
ask to be o-mailed about the meetings.
"There are no officers, no rules, we are com-
pletely collaborative." Smith said.
. "That's called organization-woman style.
If there were a rule we would have to break it."
Although alack of organization is often asso-
ciated with ineffectiveness, that is not the case
with this group. "PieceWorks!" has asserted
themselves into the community and have-pro-
vided comfort, care and training through a vari-
ety of avenues. Shortly after the group began
meeting regularly, one of their members suf-
fered the loss of her teenage daughter.
"We rallied around her. It was a very diffi-
cult time but it helped that we had each other,"
Smith said.
Smith said the group's first priority is to pro-
vide support for each other and to socialize. She
explained that even though the group. formed
around quilting that is only part of what they
do.
"You may make a quilt top but that still isn't
a quilt yet. Quilting is way down the list. Then
if someone needs it you give it to them," said
Smith.
Their second priority is buying fabric. "We
all love to buy fabric," Smith said.
"PieceWorks!" has been doing one thing con-
sistently from the be~inning - giving, giving
and giving. The list at organizations that have
received quilts from this group is always grow-
ing and currently includes such organizations
as Idaho Women's Network, Sumter Valley
Railroad, Snake River Alliance, The
Community House and Planned Parenthood.
The organizations can use the quilts for
fundraiscrs, displays or whatever is needed.
"Picceworks!" simply has to learn that there is
a need and they provide a special quilt.
This giving is not restricted to organizations
because a number of faculty and staff who have
been diagnosed with serious illnesses have been
the recipients of "Picccworksl" projects as well.
"Anyone on campus gets a quilt. If they are
seriously ill and we know about them, we make
B~ Mark H!tz:
T/cA,./Jitl.'l'
Three characters: A newly
promoted CEO (Stockard
Channing), a twenty-some-
thing, feisty intern (Julia
Stiles), and a businessman
(Fred Weller) who's also a
rapist. Or is he?
Perhaps the most endearing
thing about "The Business of
Strangers" is its attempt to tell
such a small story. The events
cover one day, and the loca-
tions arc an airport and a hotel.
Of course, it's one of a thou-
sand movies to use a small cast
and severely limited locations,
but this movie goes a step far-
ther in its diminutive story.
The characters either don't
know each other or barely
know each other before the
beginning of the movie, hence
The Arbiter is seeking
short fiction, poetry and
prose for the Diversions
section. Humorous
material a plus.
-'
, .,
Open 7 days a week
M-TH 9am·l0pm
. Fri9am-8 pm
Sat 9am-6pm
~unl0am-:5pm
Diane Schooley-Peiiis wHo her new quilt courtesy of "riecoWorks!"
a quilt," Smith said.
The Treasure Valley community is also a
benefactor of this. special group. During
Christmas "PieceWorks!" went to a low-income
apartment complex ncar the University and
taught a group of women how to sew scarves,
mittens and hats.
"We brought everything including the
sewing machines and it was so much fun,"
Smith said.
Fun is not the only outcome of
"PieceWorks!" efforts within in the community;
it seems they set off a reaction of charitable
deeds. Since their Christmas expedition
"PieceWorks!" has been invited back by the
women of the apartment complex with a
request to teach them how to sew baby items.
The apartment women planned to donate all
the title, and the happenings
arc unconventionally minor
for a movie. So it is ambitious
in that respect.
But if you're asking, "So
what?" Then you are asking
the right question. If the film
offers an answer at all, it
would be "So nothing."
We begin the movie essen-
tially where we end the movie.
The one thing that changes is
(possibly) the CEO's concept
of reality. Which is no big deal
because she's not terribly
bright.
Correction: She's intelligent
for the first act of the movie,
but she gets stupider and stu-
pider (with a little help from
an excuse called booze-
though she only seems drunk
in one scene). The movie asks
us to believe that this woman,
who has worked her way
the items they made to the Booth Memorial,
Home for unwed mothers. According to Smith, :
residents said they wanted to help others the:
way they had been helped. :
,
'Business of Strangers' examines one day
If you go",
The display will be open from 7:30 a.m,
to 6:30 p.m. on March 7 and from 7:30
a.rn. to noon on March 8 in the SUB's
Fireplace Lounge.
through the corporate ladder
with dedication and fervor, is
more naive than the audience
is. The plot-twist that stinks up
the theater thirty minutes in
takes her the entire film to
catch a hint of. The twist is so
obvious; in fact, that I would
have been more surprised if it
worked in the usual way.
The first twenty minutes of
the movie arc spent world-
making. That is, creating the
sterile business milieu that is
the backdrop. It's great. Those
20 minutes 'had me on board
and ready for the pick-up. But
the pick-up never picked up.
There is an emphasis and
minute focus on the emotions
of Channing's character that
had me interested in her as a
representative of the corporate
community. at large. She is a
woman who has become so
emotionally dependent on her
career that she has no perspec- '
live outside of herself. In wake
of 9-11 and other recent
tragedies, seeing her on the
verge of tears after a career set-
back put me in the right frame-
work of understanding: these
people who conduct the busi-
ness of strangers do not live in
my world. They live in a mag-
ical land called Corporate
America, and the rules and
concerns arc different there. I
was interested in this and had
~iven myself to the movie. But
It couldn't convince me that its
implausible happenings could
be real, or that its moral ques-
tions about men and women's
cruelty and power over each
other were honest ones.
Playi,,:.: at The Flicks.
Russell Crowe
In the running for another Academy Award - this one for his protrayal
of the schizophrenic genius In "A Beautiful Mlnd"- Russell Crowe Is
currently one of the Aussles' hottest exports.
Pld you knOw? : Vital statistics
..Child actor: Got his start as a child star: m Born: Aprli 7,1964, in
on a local Australian TV show : Wellington, New Zealand;
First big breaks: Won Australian Film : raised in Sydney, Australia
stltute's awards tor best supporting actor: IIBackground: Rather
roof; 1991) and best actor ("Romper : nomadic childhood with
mper," 1992) , parents, Jocelyn and Alex,
,S. connection: Sharon Stone wanted : movie-set caterers
for her film, "The Quick and the Dead;: Ell Proud lineage: British
first American film, which led to roles : Honours medal he held up
the serial killer In "Viruosity" and the : at 2001 Oscars was won by
ugh cop In "L.A. Confidential" : his cinematographer grand-
Crowing: First single as teen slnger- : father for World War II footage
ngwrlter was the prophetic 'I Want To . : lIII Education
..e Like Marlon Brando"; stili performs with: High school dropout
., p called 30 Odd Foot of Grunts • III Ties: Committed bachelor;
.. Roman triumph: Won best actor Oscar : briefly linked to Meg Ryan,
··~1 for "Gladiator" : reported ties to Nicole Kidman
: Men"8 Journal, Intomet Movie Database, E Online, KAT Photo SeMce
;~Ic: Pat Carr. TIm Goheen C2002 KRT
Jeans getting a bit too tight...
Need help?
......... ,., ,-- .
We're "Downsizing"
At ...
Curve. Offerg ...
• lt$ exclusive Quickflt exercige circuit.
Quickflt i$ a complete worltout in just 30 minutes
8r provide£ aerobic 8r rtrmgth training
• Friendly. caring environment
• Fjtg 'lour ochedl\le • ReoulIG that lart
r - -{'GlJESt'pi\SSL- -,
11 tlJeek-~--';';~'~~-~~~'b~rSIJIPI
I 01' exchange on flrst vistt I
I Cot special. (USCOUJ1I I
I('m' pt·r·JJ\--r.M1JI.,'h~·W 1lI~'anbt'r1i l1t\lr I
L!lf~)(r'I~~"": _ .-;.. _ ~ _ ...J
Email sUbmissionstodiwrsioos@arbiteronline.com
Beach Club
Tanning
~ r
33670006
1028 Beacon Street
Directly across fromAlbertsons
2139 BroadWay Ave •
In Pinion Sq. BoI8e
343·2567
Golden Key Honor Society
Application deadline
fo.r new inductees
March 8th
2002
For more information:
Contact Brian at gomallb@yahoo.com
opportunitics/scholarships/activities
FAN BLADE ALIGNER
.• Missing finge.rs OK • Depth perception a 1>lus
, Those sensitive to windburn and excessive
management criticism need not apply
, Must be current Fan Blade A.ligners Union member.
CAN'T FIND A JOB THAT FITS?
Why not consider.joining a Red Bull Mobile Energy Team?
t's a chance to meet interesting people and introduce them to the
benefits of Red Bull Energy Drink. Looking for outgoing, ener-
getic college students able to work flexible and pan-time hours .
As part of the team, you'll be behind the wheel of the Red
Bull Refrigeracer, seeking out people in need of energy.Passion
for life and a clean driving recorda must.
Apply at www.recruit.redbuUmet;com
• .1
RedBullo
~
~'ENERGY DRINK
�M:;;;arc~h~4,:...;;2;;.;;O..::;.02=-- Diversi0ns
Mountain music
at Neurolux
By J, Pgtrlck Kelly'
The Arbiter
Andy Goessling.
"The song started with a
banjo riff and some banjo
chords that Andy had,"
Sheaffer said.
"We remodeled it together,
and I started singing to it,
which is how I write."
The Boys from Stanhope,
N.J. produces a unique blend
of bluegrass, folk and rock,
which 'translates well on
stage.
"The crowds at our shows
have been great. They really
get into the groove of our
music, as well as enjoying the
melodic content," Sheaffer
said.
In the last year, Railroad
Earth has played at the
Telluride Bluegrass Festival,
High Sierra Music Festival,
Grey Fox Bluegrass Festival
and Harvest Fest.
Last Monday's show was
Railroad Earth's first time
ever playing in Boise, but
expect to see more of this
high-energy sextet in the
future.
Railroad Earth, a six-piece
newgrass band from New
Jersey who got their name
from a Jack Kerouac poem,
played a couple of blazing
sets to a semi-packed
Neurolux last Monday night.
Seldom is the musical
genre of bluegrass and the
Neurolux ever used in the
same sentence. The club is
better known for its punk and
alternative sensibilities. But
historically, rock-a-billy
music has done well there. So,
why not book some good 01'
mountain music. After all,
this is Idaho.
Railroad Earth is on the
road promoting their debut
album, "The Black Bear
Sessions," which is gaining
popularity with college-aged
listeners. The band's lead
vocalist and guitarist, Todd
Sheaffer, wrote eight out of
the 10 tracks. They also cover
a Tom Waits song, "Cold
Water," on the album. And
"Colorado" was co-written by
Sheaffer and banjo player
The Arbiter • Page 9
Railroad Earth at the Neurolux.
Boise's Switch Hitter to
.,open for Dead Kennedys
j Arbiter me photo by Ted Hormon.
Hoss (left) and Jon of the band Switch Hitter enjoy a moment In
the spotlight together during a show at the BIg Easy.
t i,t,.
i ~
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By Ryan Noack
Special to Tile Arbiter
. population in general arc
concerned with is whether or
not it wiII be the same Dead
Kcnnedys without their
charismatic leader [cllo
Biafra? Biafra, took over the
band's record label,
Alternative Tentacles
Records, and has been
involved in some side pro-
jects since the OKs disband-
ed in 1986. Biafra declined to
join his fellow band-mates
for the resurrection tour
though. Replacing him is for-
mer child actor ("The
Courtship of Eddie's
Father") and Dr. Know front
man, Brandon Cruz.
But, Switch Hitter's lead
guitarist, Jon Ritz, baits the
question, "Was Skid Row
still Skid Row without
Sebastian Bach?"
While Hoss and drummer
C]. were both playing music
before they became OK fans,
Ritz and Switch Hitter's
other lead vocalist and
bassist, Emily Taiscy, admit
to being huge fans of the
Dead Kennedys growing up
,1S punk rockers. So, did they
ever dream that they would
be opening for such an icon?
"It's a dream come true,"
Taisey said.
Since the OKs break up in
1986, the band hasn't been on
the road until their current
tour started last November.
Switch Hitter's eclectic punk
rock sound is a cooperative
effort. "It takes a little bit
from everybody," Hoss said.
One thing IS for certain:
They will definitely have
everyone at The Big Easy suf-
ficiently warmed up the OKs.
On Wednesday night,
Boise punk band Switch
Hitter will be warming up
the crowd for punk legends
the Dead Kcnnedys at The
Big Easy.
So, how do the members
of Switch Hitter feel about
this once in a lifetime oppor-
tunity? The first words that
popped out of the mouth of
110ss, guitarist and co-lead
singer, were "Totally fucking
awesome!"
What else would you
expect from a band whose
home page has the moniker
"No Bullshil Punk Rock"
trailing the cursor. These
guys mean business. One
thing the members of the
band as well as the punk
If you gO:
Tickets for the
Dead Kennedys
and Switch
Hitter are
available at all
Ticketweb
locations.
Doors open at
7 p.m. with the
show kicking
off at 8 p.m.
';T""",';"':".'.,' .,: " ..':,:i:L;;<,'":,',;',, .'. ,:£::,::,: .•.•..
;:,;iiou;)ktiowthat:fil'f,t,t'~,e,:'vo:liC,~',"
."\', ';·1ri~,*~~·\:·~,~'~t<s'¥t~(··"I'ica"ri',t;~;g
" " ,th'$'s" s~mt1l~'~;~ '., . "i':./,,'.,'"t.;'~a's'hitJ.
":::1",:) ·:':.:r~!1JL··iiM '" .' ""';'j'." ~
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[, " Bring'~o(Jr·fcan-d~"'~ttiiudeJ6CaqjpPh!1l1erge.Wheie'~o~'H".
" " get paidt(fl~arn now.to become 'a h~'aderand acquire skills' .,\ ,
" that'll help you in your career. Apply today at the ArtIlY ROTC ':
" department, with .no obligation. Before that voice.tel.lsyou to "',
take a vacati'on. ' .. .
, '. ARMY/ROTC
Un:J..ikean1;other college. courSEr you ,can'take. " ,.,,
FOR MORE INFORMATION,' . :
.. , CALL(2'OS)4264174 .'
Pregnant?
and need help ...
FREE
Pregnancy test
..,
';~;:/;~'tt';,:,)::' - ": ....
·v... .. , ,. -
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DILBERT
Il>.LICE. THIl>.T
W/l>.& &OME
OF YOUR
FINE&T
WORK.
THIl>.NK
YOU fOR
NOTIC-
ING.
\..
I HEIl>.R
THIl>.T
Il>.LOT.
EYEBROWS!
EYEBROWS~
\\/
• •
~N Il>.NYONETELL
ME WHY EVER'YONE
1& ALWA Y& LIl>.TE
fOR MY &Tll>.ff
MEETING&?
I
BECIl>.U&E THE FIR&T
TEN MINUTE& Il>.RE
Il>.LW/l>.Y5&TtJPID
&TUFf LIKE "WHY
Il>.RE PEOPLE LIl>.TE?"
fA. nno. uncements I rt:;-flS-aFle I rMetpL . LJ::=...::.:~-- l~_an_ted _
~rnted
Bnrtenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 866-291-1884
[_
E0F_1ext435r Sa Ie Accelerate
Communications Co.
Seeks pt time reps
Treasure Valley area 5-
10 hrs/wk earn $500 to
$2000/mo will train
208-364-28321-800-341-
8088
Eou
'"uioua::w
D.
::J
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'"oo
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Get free help with your
writing at the BSU
Writing Center LA-200,
426-3585
Lawstudent looking to
caretake, housesit, or
sublet in Boise mea
this summer; good ref-
erences. 208-883-0626
or cbeebe@hotmail
Get into the Game!
ICFL Football League
Signing up players
now!
Cnll Evnn 429-0072
STUDENTS!
Place your free
classified here
Monday and
Thursday.
STUDENTSI
REMINDERI
ASBSU (420-1440) provides
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
with a local private lawyer lor
mosllugn1 problems you may
ho v e.
Including:
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collection and
debt problems
personal Injury and
Insurance
workmen's
compensation
claims
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I HIl>.TE
YOUR
PIl>.CKIl>.GE.
)
Fisher-Price Carscats
$20 a piece 20'- 40' ht,
up to 40 Ib Gd Cond
884-1763
MATTRESS-Queen
Orthopedic Set, Brand
new in pkg Value $550,
Sacrifice $ t33. 866-7476
The Arbiter
WHIl>.T'& OUR CURRENT
&EVERIl>.NCE PIl>.CK-
Il>.GE?
· )
I TRIl>.N&FER YOU
TO Il>. BA.D :TO 13
Il>.ND YOU QUIT
WITHOUT GIVING
NOTICE.
BED-Queen Pil\owtop
Mattress Set. New-stil\
in plastic, with warran-
ty. Value $699, Sell
$176. Can deliver 866-
7476
Summer Work in
Alaska!
Send name, return
address and $15 to
KLD Marketing 117
Farmview Drive, Saint
Helens, OR 97051 for a
directory to contact
Alaska seafood pro-
cessing facilities for
summer employment.
Il>.T Il>.RECENT
MEETING YOU
CR05&ED YOUR
Il>.RM5. THAT 1&
UNACCE PTIl>.BLE
BODY LIl>.NGUAGE.
MAYBE
I W/l>.&
COLD.
\
Adobe Il1ustrator
Version 7.0 for Macs
$15 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
TINIl>., WE'VE
GOTTEN €lOME
CO MPLll>.lNTS
Il>.BOUT YOUR
HO&TILE
BEHIl>.VIOR.
STUDENTS:
Internet Users Wanted!
$20/hour possible
surfing the internet.
New! Easy, instant
online signup at
http:// dmx.giode-
signz.com! Start now!!
CAPTAIN RIBMAN In Enter McFeltcher...._.----C.-..l
DEEP WITHIN
THE BOWELS OF
DR. McFELTCHER'S
LABORATOR'I
WRKS OR.
McFEL TCHER.
Norton Antivirus
Version 5.0 for Macs
$5 Cnll The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for Macs
$5.00 c.u The Arbiter
@345-8204
IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT
WeeklyHoroscope
\!lOUSing I
...Ihose who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (March 4). Be careful about mixing business with pleasure this
year. You could miss a chance for a nice promotion if you goof around too much. You'll
make a better impression, and possibly more money, if you play by the rules. Don't worry,
there'll be lots of time for love.To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challengin~.Anes (March 21-April19) - Today is a 6 - What will you do with all the money
you've saved? Take a trip? Go to school? To motivate yourself to stick to the budget
you've set, promise yourself a juicy reward.
Taurus (April 20.May 20) - Today is a 7 - Get together with your partner and go
over the figures again. You should be able to get most of what you want. If you decide to
do without something you had your heart set on, don't fret. This is not forever.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a 6 -- Reality is messing witt', your fantasies.
There's plenty of money to be made, but you'd rather be playing outside. Can you get
someone to covei' for you so that you can take a long lunch?
Cancer (June 22-July22) - Today is an 8 - This starts out as a play day, but it
won't be long before you have to get serious again. You've got the work, and you sure can
use the money, so hustle! -Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 7 - Is there any way you can relax and let oth-
ers fuss over you? That may interfere with your work schedule, but it sure would be nice.
Some of them might like to do it, too - for a price.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22) - Today is a 7 - A little more planning is required before
you start moving tI1ings around. Not that everything will go according to plan, of course.
Better devise a Plan B while you're at it.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct 22) - Today is a 7 - There's money to be made if you can
concentrate. It won't be all that hard once you get into it, but you'll have to minimize dis-
tractions. Promise them your full attention fater.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Today is a 7 - You don't have to know how to fix a
mechanical breakdown; you just need to know how to find someone who can. The
smoother this operation goes, the better you look.
_ Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 6 - You're still not quite your bubbly,
vivacious old self. You're more into thinking deep thoughts thim kidding around with your
friends. -Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Today is an 8 . Shortages of this or that just make
the game more interesting. You know you'll be fine, though you may have to figure out
how.· Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18) - Today is a 6 - The lecture you've had to endure will
be over soon. Accept more responsibility if It's offered. Then, relax. Tonight or tomorrow,
'get together with friends, and finally speak freely.
, . Pisces (Feb. 19.March 20) • Today is an 8· Get ready to answer tough ques-
:tions. It's OK If you don't get everythmg right. You'll get extra points for your obvious inte"-
· tlon to succeed.
(c) 2002, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Roommate wanted for
Apt. 2 bd 1.5 ba $233 +
$125 dep & 1/2 uti\. 2
blocks across from BSU
345-4.178
IMAGINE THIS:
, Evenin~&Wee~en~I~ml~ ~Mt«
'lo~ ~llar· OUIre~1 avera~elHllJ1lour
, Paid Training
~~ ~TUmR &KLBN
Crossword
Free Tanning! 2
Roomies wanted, lease
up on Apr 30.
$197.50/mo + 1/4 uti\.
Call 344-8558.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
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&p"'(DThursilay
"-.,."""
$250 a day
potential/bartending.
Training provided. 1-
800-293-3985 ext 223.
ACROSS
1 Spanish article
4 Trucker's truck
7 Natl. TV network
10 Play division
13 Past
14 A Gabor
15 Balderdashl
16 Fawkes or
Lombardo
17 Eliminator
19 Frozen dessert
21 Turns sharply
22 "The Prince of
Tides" star
24 Concerning
25 Marten's cousin
26 Salad green
27 Farthest within
29 Haggard novel
30 Ambiance
33 Org. of Pepper
and Webb
37 Comprehend
38 Doodads
40 Ewe's mate
41 Door hardware
43 Mockingly
45 NASA outpost
47 Habituates
48 Shell rival
51 Dance
movement
52 Singer Diamond
55 "Money" group
57 Protuberance
58 Frisky
59 Royal reflexive
pronoun
61 Fragrant
neckwear
62 ETa chief
63 Operate
64 Barracks bed
65 Stray
66 Mack or Williams
67 Little bit
6S'"'G ift for a kid
DOWN
1 Immature insect
2 Molding curves
3 Every f10wand.
then
4 Guns the engine
5 _ been hadl
6 Person with ~
paycheck \
attachment \
Solutions
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7 Neck cramp
a Beer choice
9 Foul ooor
10 Nimble
11 Religious sects
12 Youngsters
18 Maine town
20 Edible
mushroom
23 Moral fiber
25 Motorized
bikes
28 NYC arena
29 Puts in stitches
30 Last of a log
31 Brewed drink
32 Called-off by a
cloudburst
34 Choose in
advance
35 Four qts.
36 Alcott woman
39 Knight'stitle
42 Finicky
44 Stopover on the
way to Mercury
46 Underside of a
beam
48 Rome or
pippin
49 Track runner
50 Where lovers
walk?
51 Did some
.cobbler's work
53 Icy abode
54 Southpaw
56 Appling of
baseball
57 Engendered
60 New World
country: abbr .
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